May 19, 2020
FCC FACT SHEET *
State/Local Approval of Wireless Equipment Modifications Under Section 6409(a)
Declaratory Ruling and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking –WT Docket No. 19-250 and RM-11849
Background: Congress enacted section 6409(a) of the Spectrum Act of 2012 to streamline State and
local government review of requests to modify existing wireless structures, and the Commission adopted
rules in 2014 to implement section 6409(a). With this Declaratory Ruling and Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, the Commission would clarify its rules implementing section 6409(a) and seek comment on
rule changes to accelerate the deployment of communications infrastructure. These clarifications and
potential rule changes would address the critical need to upgrade existing sites for 5G networks,
particularly in rural areas.
What the Declaratory Ruling Would Do:
•

•

•

Clarify that, under section 1.6100(c)(2) of our rules, the 60-day shot clock to review and approve a
modification under section 6409(a) commences when: (1) the applicant takes the first procedural step
that the local jurisdiction requires as part of its applicable regulatory review process; and (2) the
applicant submits documentation showing that the modification qualifies for streamlined review.
Clarify the definition of “substantial change” in section 1.6100(b)(7) of our rules as follows:
o The phrase “with separation from the nearest existing antenna not to exceed twenty feet,” in the
context of permissible tower height increases from adding an antenna, is measured from the top
of an existing antenna to the bottom of a proposed new antenna;
o The term “equipment cabinets” does not include relatively small electronic components if they
are not used as physical containers for smaller devices, and the maximum number of additional
equipment cabinets is measured for each separate eligible facilities request;
o The term “concealment element” must be part of a stealth-designed facility that the locality
approved in its prior review; to “defeat” concealment, a modification must cause a reasonable
person to conclude that the structure’s intended stealth design is no longer effective; and
o The phrase “conditions associated with the siting approval” may include conditions that require a
feature to minimize the visual impact of a wireless facility, as long as there is express evidence
that the feature was required as part of the prior siting approval, and as long as the conditions do
not prevent otherwise permissible modifications to the physical dimensions of the structure.
Clarify that an environmental assessment is not required under section 1.1307(a)(4) when the FCC, an
applicant, and other affected parties have entered into a memorandum of agreement to mitigate effects
on historic properties.

What the NPRM Would Do:
•

*

Seek comment on changes to our rules regarding excavation or deployment outside the boundaries of
an existing tower site, including the definition of the boundaries of a tower site, which would affect
whether certain modifications of existing structures qualify for streamlined section 6409(a) review.

This document is being released as part of a “permit-but-disclose” proceeding. Any presentations or views on the
subject expressed to the Commission or its staff, including by email, must be filed in WT Docket No. 19-250, which
may be accessed via the Electronic Comment Filing System (https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/). Before filing, participants
should familiarize themselves with the Commission’s ex parte rules, including the general prohibition on
presentations (written and oral) on matters listed on the Sunshine Agenda, which is typically released a week prior to
the Commission’s meeting. See 47 CFR § 1.1200 et seq.
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INTRODUCTION

1.
Today, we continue our efforts to facilitate the deployment of 5G networks – and the
economic opportunity that they enable – in every community. To reach all corners of our nation, 5G
networks must use a range of spectrum bands, from low to high frequencies, and a variety of physical
infrastructure, from small cells to macro towers. To meet these needs, the Commission’s spectrum policy
has focused on making available a wide range of low-, mid-, and high-band spectrum. 1 Similarly, the
Commission’s infrastructure policy has focused on updating our regulations to reflect new technology
like small cells. Most notably, the Commission has modernized its approach to federal historic
preservation and environmental review governing wireless infrastructure to accommodate small cell
technology 2 and has addressed outlier conduct at the State and local government level that needlessly
slowed down and increased the costs of deploying new small cells and modified wireless facilities. 3 We
have seen a significant acceleration of wireless builds in the wake of those decisions. At the same time,
there remain additional barriers to wireless infrastructure deployment that merit our consideration.
2.
These barriers affect not just small cell deployment. Indeed, we know that providers of
5G networks will not reach all Americans solely by deploying small cell technology. We therefore also
must focus on ensuring that our infrastructure regulations governing macro towers align with the critical
need to upgrade existing sites for 5G networks, particularly in rural areas, where small cell deployment
may be less concentrated. As the record in this proceeding shows, ongoing uncertainty regarding the
application of existing federal law to aspects of State and local government review of modifications to
existing wireless equipment remains a deterrent to the rapid deployment of 5G wireless infrastructure.
We are committed to working with State and local governments to facilitate the deployment of advanced
wireless networks in all communities consistent with the decisions already made by Congress, which we
expect will usher in a new era of American entrepreneurship, productivity, economic opportunity, and
innovation for years to come. 4
1

Review of the Commission’s Rules Governing the 896-901/935-940 MHz Band, WT Docket No. 17-200, Report
and Order, Order of Proposed Modification, and Orders, FCC 20-67 (May 14, 2020); Transforming the 2.5 GHz
Band, WT Docket No. 18-120, Report and Order, 34 FCC Rcd 5446 (2019); Auction of Priority Access Licenses for
the 3550-3650 MHz Band, Comment Sought on Competitive Bidding Procedures for Auction 105, AU Docket No.
19-244, Public Notice, 34 FCC Rcd 9215 (OEA/AU 2019); Expanding Flexible Use of the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz Band, GN
Docket No. 18-122, Report and Order and Order of Proposed Modification, 35 FCC Rcd 2343 (2020); Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau Announces that Applications for Auction 103 Licenses are Accepted for Filing, Public
Notice, DA 20-461, 2020 WL 2097298 (WTB Apr. 30, 2020).
2

See, e.g., Accelerating Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure Investment, WT
Docket No. 17-79, Second Report and Order, 33 FCC Rcd 3102 (2018) (2018 NEPA/NHPA Order) (streamlining
environmental and historic preservation review procedures and clarifying cases in which fees are required for Tribal
review), aff’d in part, rev’d in part, United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee Indians, v. FCC, 933 F.3d 728 (D.C. Cir.
2019) (affirming the FCC’s changes in the 2018 NEPA/NHPA Order to tribal involvement in Section 106 review
and denying request to vacate the Order in its entirety while granting petitioners’ request to vacate the portion of the
decision that exempted small cells from NEPA/NHPA review).
3

See, e.g., Accelerating Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure Investment, WT
Docket No. 17-79, WC Docket No. 17-84, Declaratory Ruling and Third Report & Order, 33 FCC Rcd 9088, 9096100, paras. 23-28, 32 (2018) (2018 Small Cell Order) (clarifying state and local legal requirements that may have
the effect of prohibiting service under 47 U.S.C. § 253, 332(c)(7)), pets. for review pending, Sprint Corp. v. FCC, et
al. (9th Cir).
4

See, e.g., FCC, The FCC’s 5G FAST Plan, https://www.fcc.gov/5G; Remarks of FCC Chairman Ajit Pai to the
New York State Wireless Association (June 21, 2019), https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-358113A1.pdf;
FCC Chairman Pai Announces Major Initiatives to Promote U.S. Leadership on 5G and Connect Rural Americans to
High-Speed Internet at White House Event (Apr. 12, 2019), https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC356995A1.pdf; Remarks of FCC Commissioner Brendan Carr, “A Modern Approach To 5G,” at the Transatlantic
Policy Dialogue, MWC-Barcelona, (Feb. 25, 2019), https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-356317A1.pdf.
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3.
Therefore, in this Declaratory Ruling and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, we clarify the
meaning of our rules implementing Congress’ decisions in section 6409(a) of the Spectrum Act of 2012, 5
which recognized the efficiency of using existing infrastructure for the expansion of advanced wireless
networks. Those rules set forth a streamlined process for State and local government review of
applications to deploy wireless telecommunications equipment on existing infrastructure. 6 Under this
framework, a State or local government shall approve within 60 days any request for modification of an
existing wireless tower or base station that does not substantially change the physical dimensions of such
tower or base station. 7
4.
Our clarifications are necessary to ensure fidelity to the language of those rules and the
decisions Congress made in section 6409(a) in encouraging the use of existing infrastructure for
expansion of advanced wireless networks across the country. Specifically, our Declaratory Ruling
clarifies our rules regarding when the 60-day shot clock for State or local government review of
modifications of existing structures commences. 8 We also clarify what constitutes a “substantial change”
in the physical dimensions of wireless infrastructure under our rules, and the extent to which certain
elements of a proposed modification to existing infrastructure affect the eligibility of that proposed
modification for streamlined State or local government review under section 6409(a).9 Finally, we further
streamline our historic preservation and environmental review process to eliminate a redundant and
unnecessary element by clarifying that when the FCC and applicants have entered into a memorandum of
agreement to mitigate effects on historic properties a subsequent environmental assessment addressing
such effects is not required. 10
5.
In the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, we seek comment on whether changes to our
rules regarding excavation outside the boundaries of an existing tower site, including the definition of the
boundaries of a tower “site,” would advance the objectives of section 6409(a). 11
II.

BACKGROUND

6.
Under Section 6409(a) of the Spectrum Act, Congress determined that “a State or local
government may not deny, and shall approve, any eligible facilities request for a modification of an
existing wireless tower or base station that does not substantially change the physical dimensions of such
tower or base station.” 12 Congress intended this provision of the Spectrum Act to advance wireless

5

Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, Pub. L. No. 112-96, title VI (Spectrum Act of 2012),
§ 6409(a), 126 Stat. 156 (Feb. 22, 2012) (codified as 47 U.S.C. § 1455(a)).

6

See 47 U.S.C. § 1455(a); 47 CFR § 1.6100; Acceleration of Broadband Deployment by Improving Wireless
Facilities Siting Policies, WT Docket No. 13-238 and 13-32, WC Docket No. 11-59, Report and Order, 29 FCC Rcd
12865, 12922-66, paras. 135-241 (2014) (2014 Infrastructure Order), aff’d, Montgomery Cty. v. FCC, 811 F.3d 121
(4th Cir. 2015).
7

47 U.S.C. § 1455(a)(1); see 47 CFR § 1.6100 (b)(7), (c); 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12940-58,
paras. 182-204, 205-21.
8

47 CFR § 1.6100(c)(2)-(4); 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12955-58, paras. 211-221.

9

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(i), (iii), (v), (vi); 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12944-47, 49-51, paras. 18894, 200, 204.
10

See 47 CFR §§ 1.1307(a), 1.1308, 1.1311; Nationwide Programmatic Agreement for Review of Effects on Historic
Properties for Certain Undertakings Approved by the Federal Communications Commission (Wireless Facilities
Nationwide Programmatic Agreement), 47 CFR pt. 1, Appx. C.

11

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(iv); 47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(6).

12

47 U.S.C. § 1455(a).
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service by expediting the deployment of the network facilities needed to provide wireless services. 13
7.
In 2014, the Commission adopted the 2014 Infrastructure Order, which, among other
things, codified rules to implement section 6409(a). 14 Commission rules provide that a State or local
government must approve an eligible facilities request within 60 days of the date on which an applicant
submits the request. 15 The Commission defined the term “eligible facilities request” as “[a]ny request for
modification of an existing tower or base station that does not substantially change the physical
dimensions of such tower or base station, involving: (i) Collocation of new transmission equipment;
(ii) Removal of transmission equipment; or (iii) Replacement of transmission equipment.” 16 The
Commission’s rules provide that changes are “substantial” if they: exceed defined limits on increases in
the height or girth of the structure or the number of associated equipment cabinets, involve excavation or
deployment on ground outside a structure’s current site, defeat the concealment elements of the
preexisting structure, or violate conditions previously imposed by the local zoning authority. 17 The
Commission also established procedures for when the 60-day shot clock for review may be tolled, as well
as a “deemed granted” remedy in the event that states and localities fail to act on an eligible facilities
request within the 60-day window. 18 In recent years, the Commission has taken additional actions to
streamline review by State and local governments of wireless infrastructure.19
8.
In August and September of 2019, WIA and CTIA filed separate Petitions for
Declaratory Ruling asking, among other things, for the Commission to make certain clarifications to
streamline the section 6409(a) process, 20 and WIA filed a Petition for Rulemaking seeking changes to

13

See H.R. Rep. No. 112-399, at 136 (2012). A section-by-section analysis of the JOBS Act, a precursor to the
Spectrum Act of 2012, was submitted in the Congressional Record during floor debate of the Middle Class Tax
Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012. The analysis explains that the precursor section to section 6409(a) was
intended to “streamline[] the process for siting of wireless facilities by preempting the ability of State and local
authorities to delay collocation of, removal of, and replacement of wireless transmission equipment.” 157 Cong.
Rec. 2055 (2012) (statement of Rep. Fred Upton).
14

47 CFR § 1.6100; 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12922-65, paras. 135-241.

15

47 CFR § 1.6100(c); 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12952, 12955-57, paras. 206, 211, 212, 215.

16
47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(3). The statutory definition of “eligible facilities request” is slightly different. See 47 U.S.C.
§ 1455(a). Our use of the term eligible facilities request in this order relies on the definition set forth in the rule.
See also 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12944-45, 12955, paras. 188, 211.
17

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(vi).

18

47 CFR § 1.6100(c)(2)-(4).

19

See 2018 Small Cell Order, 33 FCC Rcd at 9096-100, paras. 23-28, 32; Accelerating Wireline Broadband
Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure Investment, WT Docket No. 17-79, WC Docket No. 17-84,
Third Report & Order and Declaratory Ruling, 33 FCC Rcd 7705, 7775, 7777-79, paras. 140, 145-46 (2018) (2018
Moratorium Order) pets. for review pending, American Elec. Power v. FCC, et al. (9th Cir.).
20

Petition of Wireless Infrastructure Association for Declaratory Ruling, WT Docket No. 19-250, at 2-4 (filed Aug.
27, 2019), https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/109180312204232/19-250%20WIA%20Ex%20Parte%20(9-18-19).pdf (WIA
Petition for Decl. Ruling); Petition of CTIA for Declaratory Ruling, WT Docket No. 19-250, WC Docket No. 17-84
at 2 (filed Sept. 6, 2019),
https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/1091954184161/190906%20CTIA%20Infrastructure%20PDR%20Final.pdf (CTIA
Petition for Decl. Ruling). Although WIA and CTIA filed their Petitions for Declaratory Ruling in WT Docket No.
17-79, that proceeding does not address issues arising under section 6409(a) of the Spectrum Act. Rather, that
proceeding focuses on wireless infrastructure deployment issues under sections 253 and 332(c)(7) of the
Communications Act, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA). Thus, the Public Notice opening this proceeding directed parties to use new WT Docket No. 19-250 for
filings addressing the section 6409(a) issues raised in WIA’s and CTIA’s petitions. See Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau and Wireline Competition Bureau Seek Comment on WIA Petition For Rulemaking,
(continued….)
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section 1.6100 of the Commission’s rules. 21 The petitioners and individual wireless service providers
assert that localities are misinterpreting the requirements of section 6409(a) and our implementing rules. 22
They contend that these misinterpretations are delaying 5G deployment and other needed infrastructure
upgrades, and they urge us to clarify aspects of the Commission’s rules implementing section 6409(a). 23
9.
Specifically, WIA’s Petition for Declaratory Ruling asks the Commission to clarify: (1)
when the section 6409(a) shot clock begins to run; and (2) whether the shot clock and “deemed granted
remedy” apply to all authorizations necessary to deploy wireless infrastructure.24 It also asks the
Commission to clarify: (1) the definitions of “concealment elements,” “equipment cabinets,” and “current
site;” (2) when a change to the size or height of an antenna is a “substantial change; (3) the interpretation
of the separation clause in section 1.6100(b)(7)(i); (4) what are the “conditions associated with the siting
approval” under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi); and (5) that legal, non-conforming structures do not per se
constitute substantial changes. 25 Additionally, WIA asks the Commission to clarify that localities may
not issue conditional approvals under section 6409(a), nor may they needlessly impose processes to delay
section 6409(a) approval. 26 CTIA’s Petition requests clarification of the terms “concealment elements,”
“equipment cabinets,” and “base station,” under section 1.6100(b)(7), and it asks the Commission to find
that applicants may lawfully construct facilities or make modifications if a locality has not issued all
permits within the 60-day section 6409(a) shot clock and an application is deemed granted. 27
10.

Local governments allege that the current rules and processes are working well and that

(Continued from previous page)
WIA Petition For Declaratory Ruling and CTIA Petition For Declaratory Ruling, WT Docket No. 19-250, Public
Notice, 34 FCC Rcd 8099, 8099 & n.4 (WTB/WCB 2019) (WIA/CTIA Petitions Public Notice).
21

Petition of Wireless Infrastructure Association for Rulemaking, File No. RM-11849,
https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/108273047516225/WIA%20Petition%20for%20Rulemaking%20(8-27-19).pdf, (filed
Aug. 27, 2019) (WIA Petition for Rulemaking). WIA’s Petition for Rulemaking asks the FCC to amend section
1.6100 of the rules to determine that a compound expansion (i.e., excavation outside the current boundaries of leased
or owned properties surrounding a tower site) is a “substantial change” under section 6409(a) only if excavation
occurs more than 30 feet from a tower site boundary. The Petition for Rulemaking also asks the FCC to adopt rules
requiring that (1) any fees charged for processing eligible facilities requests represent no more than a reasonable
approximation of actual and direct costs incurred; and (2) an applicant’s failure to pay disputed fees is not a valid
basis for denial or refusal to process an eligible facilities request. WIA Petition for Rulemaking at 9-13.
22

See, e.g., WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 2; CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling, at 3-4, 7-9; AT&T Comments at 2,
5; Competitive Carriers Association (CCA) Comments at 2; Crown Castle Comments at 4-6; CTIA Comments at 23, 6; CTIA Reply at 5-6; Extenet Comments at 21; Free State Comments at 2; T-Mobile Comments at 3, 6-7; WIA
Comments at 3.
23

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 5-7; CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 4-5. See, e.g., CTIA Petition for Decl.
Ruling at i-ii (“While the Commission’s rules implementing Sections 6409 and 224 have played a vital role in
promoting wireless infrastructure deployment, experience with these rules in the years since their adoption has
identified areas of uncertainty and inconsistent application that slow down deployment and undermine
Congressional and Commission intent.”).
24

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 5-8.

25

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 9-10, 13, 16-20.

26

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 20, 21.

27

CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 9-16. CTIA also asks the Commission to clarify provisions of section 224 of
the Communications Act related to accessing light poles, accessing space on poles, and pole attachment agreements.
CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 20-28. The portion of CTIA’s Petition for Declaratory Ruling concerning pole
attachments under section 224 of the Communications Act is being considered in WC Docket No. 17-84 and is not a
subject of this Declaratory Ruling.
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they are making efforts to comply with section 6409(a) and to process applications expeditiously. 28 They
maintain that they have no interest in thwarting wireless network upgrades or delaying the deployment of
appropriate facilities. They further claim that, to the extent their reviews are delayed at all, most of the
delays are caused by applicants’ errors 29 or their contractors’ delays, 30 rather than by any improper local
government review practices. They contend that the industry parties’ arguments and proposals are
premised on vague, unsubstantiated, and often false allegations that fail to identify specific localities or
provide sufficiently concrete descriptions of their alleged violations. 31
III.

DECLARATORY RULING

11.
In this Declaratory Ruling, we clarify several key elements that determine whether a
modification request qualifies as an eligible facilities request that a State or local government must
approve within 60 days, and we clarify when the 60-day shot clock for review of an eligible facilities
request commences. These interpretations provide greater certainty to applicants for State and local
government approval of wireless facility modifications, as well as to the reviewing government agencies,
and these interpretations should accelerate the deployment of advanced wireless networks.
12.

Specifically, we clarify that:
•

The 60-day shot clock in section 1.6100(c)(2) begins to run when an applicant takes the
first procedural step in a locality’s application process and submits written documentation
showing that a proposed modification is an eligible facilities request;

•

The phrase “with separation from the nearest existing antenna not to exceed twenty feet”
in section 1.6100(b)(7)(i) allows an increase in the height of the tower of up to twenty
(20) feet between antennas, as measured from the top of an existing antenna to the bottom
of a proposed new antenna on the top of a tower;

•

The term “equipment cabinets” in section 1.6100(b)(7)(iii) does not include relatively

28

See, e.g., City of Huntington Beach Comments at 1; NATOA Comments at 7; NATOA Reply at 3; City of
Newport News Comments at 2; New York City Comments at 2; National League of Cities (NLC) Comments at 7;
NLC Reply at 6-7; San Francisco Reply at 2-3; Seattle Comments at 1.
29

See, e.g., San Diego Comments at 4-5 (summarizing survey finding that more than 70% of EFR requests
processed by 8 jurisdictions since 2014 required at least two incomplete notices before the applicant provided all
needed information, adding an average of 29 days to the process; about 20% required a third notice, adding an
average of 31 days; and 5% required a fourth notice, adding an average of 40 days); id. at 10-11 (examples of
applicant misconduct include a provider’s leaving small cell applications on the counter at town hall and later
sending a letter asserting that the shot clock had commenced). The City of San Diego filed comments and reply
comments jointly with 33 other municipal and county governments, referring to themselves collectively as the
“Western Communities Coalition.” For purposes of simplicity and easy identification, we refer to this group of
commenters as “San Diego” throughout. See also NLC Comments at 27 (stating that Montgomery County, MD
completes section 6409(a) review, on average, within 60 days, but about 24 of those days are spent waiting for
applicants to correct errors, and more than half of EFRs require at least one request for submission of missing
information).
30

NLC Comments at 4-5 (asserting that from January through October 2019, the City of Portland, Oregon received
82 small wireless facilities permit applications, including 72 subject to section 6409(a), and that 17 of the 50
applications that the city had finished reviewing were not picked up by a contractor for a least a month after the city
approved them); San Diego Comments at 5 (reporting that, based on the 650 EFRs that the City of San Diego
reviewed pursuant to section 6409(a), applicants’ contractors picked up building permits about 129 days after the
city issued them, on average – approximately three times the length of time that the city took to process and approve
them). See also Seattle Comments at 4-6 (asking the Commission to examine the problematic practices and
processes employed by wireless companies and their contractors).
31
See, e.g., San Diego Comments at 1-3, 9; NLC Comments at 2-3; NLC Reply at 2-3 (industry parties fail to
respond to documented information submitted by localities).
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small electronic components, such as remote radio units, radio transceivers, amplifiers, or
other devices mounted behind antennas, and up to four such cabinets may be added to an
existing facility per separate eligible facilities request;
•

The term “concealment element” in section 1.6100(b)(7)(v) means an element that is part
of a stealth-designed facility intended to make a structure look like something other than
a wireless facility, and that was part of a prior approval;

•

To “defeat” a concealment element under section 1.6100(b)(7)(v), a proposed
modification must cause a reasonable person to view a structure’s intended stealth design
as no longer effective; and

•

The phrase “conditions associated with the siting approval” may include aesthetic
conditions to minimize the visual impact of a wireless facility as long as the condition
does not prevent modifications explicitly allowed under sections 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv)
(antenna height, antenna width, equipment cabinets, and excavations or deployments
outside the current site) and so long as there is express evidence that at the time of
approval the locality required the feature and conditioned approval upon its continuing
existence.

13.
Certain parties contend that we lack legal authority to adopt the rulings requested in the
petitions, which they contend do not just clarify or interpret the rules established in 2014 but also change
them, requiring that we issue a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking followed by a Report and Order. 32 As an
initial matter, we note that we are not adopting all of the rulings requested in WIA’s and CTIA’s petitions
for declaratory ruling because we find incremental action to be an appropriate step at this juncture,
particularly given, as mentioned above, that the Commission has continued to take steps to ease barriers
to deployment of wireless infrastructure since adopting rules to implement section 6409(a). 33 Our
determinations in this Declaratory Ruling are intended solely to interpret and clarify the meaning and
scope of the existing rules set forth in the 2014 Infrastructure Order, in order to remove uncertainty and
in light of the differing positions of the parties on these questions. 34 In addition, we find it appropriate to
initiate a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking regarding tower site boundaries or excavation or deployment
outside the boundaries of an existing tower site, in order to consider whether modifications of our rules
are needed to resolve current disputes. We intend, with these steps, to continue to advance the same goals
that led the Commission to adopt regulations implementing section 6409(a) in the first instance – to avoid
ambiguities leading to disputes that could undermine the goals of the Spectrum Act, i.e., to advance
wireless broadband service. 35

32

See, e.g., NLC Comments at ii, 2 (the interpretations requested by WIA and CTIA “are not ‘clarifications’ – these
are, in fact, substantial changes to the Section 6409(a) regime, and inconsistent with … the Commission’s prior
rulings” – and consequently, the Commission “cannot proceed purely on the basis of these petitions [by Declaratory
Ruling], and should instead advance a clear proposal of its own, consistent with the APA.”) (citing Perez v. Mortg.
Bankers Ass’n, 575 U.S. 92 (2015)); San Diego Comments at 1, 3 (same).
33
For example, we do not address WIA’s and CTIA’s requests for clarification that the shot clock and deemed
granted rules apply to all permits relating to a proposed modification, including authorizations relating to
compliance with health and safety rules. WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 2; CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 3-4,
7-9. Nor do we address CTIA’s request for clarification of the permissible increases in the height of base stations,
CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 15-16. We do, however, clarify some of the limitations raised by WIA that apply
to “conditions of approval” under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi). WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 14-16, 19-24.
Additionally, as noted herein, we offer other clarifications and seek comment on rule changes.
34

In a few instances, we also provide further guidance on the interpretation of the underlying statute with regard to
issues that the rules and the 2014 Infrastructure Order do not directly address.
35

See 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12922-26, paras. 135-44.
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Commencement of Shot Clock

14.
Section 1.6100(c)(2) provides that the 60-day review period for eligible facilities requests
begins “on the date on which an applicant submits [an eligible facilities request] seeking review.” 36 If the
local jurisdiction “fails to approve or deny a request seeking approval under this section within the
timeframe for review (accounting for any tolling), the request shall be deemed granted.” 37 The 2014
Infrastructure Order discusses the procedures that local governments need to implement in order to carry
out their obligations to approve eligible facilities requests within 60 days; 38 it does not, however, define
the date on which an applicant is deemed to have submitted an eligible facilities request for purposes of
triggering the 60-day shot clock.
15.
There is evidence in the record that some local jurisdictions effectively postpone the date
on which they consider eligible facilities requests to be duly filed (thereby delaying the commencement of
the shot clock) by treating applications as incomplete unless applicants have complied with timeconsuming requirements. Such requirements include meeting with city or county staff, consulting with
neighborhood councils, obtaining various certifications, or making presentations at public hearings. 39
While some stakeholders may have assumed that, after the 2014 Infrastructure Order, local governments
would develop procedures designed to review and approve covered requests within a 60-day shot clock
period, 40 many have not done so and instead continue to require applicants to apply for forms of
authorizations that entail more “lengthy and onerous processes” of review.41 In such jurisdictions,
applicants may need to obtain clearance from numerous, separate municipal departments, which could
make it difficult to ascertain whether or when the shot clock has started to run. 42
16.
To address uncertainty regarding the commencement of the shot clock, we clarify that,
for purposes of our shot clock and deemed granted rules, an applicant has effectively submitted a request
for approval that triggers the running of the shot clock when it satisfies both of the following criteria: (1)
the applicant takes the first procedural step that the local jurisdiction requires as part of its applicable
36

47 CFR § 1.6100(c)(2); see also 47 CFR § 1.6100(c)(3) (“The 60-day [shot clock] period begins to run when the
application is filed. . . .”); 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12957, para. 216 (“[I]f an application covered
by Section 6409(a) has not been approved by a State or local government within 60 days from the date of filing,
accounting for any tolling, . . . the reviewing authority will have violated Section 6409(a)’s mandate to approve and
not deny the request, and the request will be deemed granted”) (emphasis added).
37

47 CFR § 1.6100(c)(4); see also 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12957, para. 216 (noting that the 60day “timeframe sets an absolute limit that—in the event of a failure to act— results in a deemed grant.”).

38

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12955-58, paras. 212-13, 215-21.

39

See, e.g., Crown Castle Comments at 21 & n.51; AT&T Comments at 13, n.35 (citing Douglas Cty. v. Crown
Castle USA, Inc., 411 F. Supp. 3d 1176, 1182 (D. Colo. 2019) (noting county’s characterization of carrier’s filing as
a “‘Presubmittal Review Request,’ not a formal EFR application”), amended and superseded on other grounds, No.
18-cv-03171-DDD-NRN, 2020 WL 109208 (D. Colo. Jan. 9, 2020)).
40

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12956, para. 214.

41

See, e.g., WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 8-9; T-Mobile Comments at 17 & n.64 (citing T-Mobile Reply
Comments, WT Docket No. 13-238 (filed Mar. 5, 2014), Attach. A (Declaration of John L. Zembrusky) (identifying
municipalities that lack section 6409(a) procedures and that insist on full-scale zoning review)).
42

See, e.g., T-Mobile Reply at 4-5 (describing municipal ordinances or informal processes in Richmond, CA,
Torrance, CA, and Chapel Hill, NC, that require applicants to obtain building permits either before or after the
eligible facilities request shot clock runs); Crown Castle Comments at 5-6 (describing the processes of a township in
New York, a county in California, and town in Massachusetts that each require review by multiple municipal
departments before a building permit will be approved); CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 18 & n.41 (discussing
several localities that require “sequential” approvals, in which a locality will issue a conditional use permit or other
document that approves the EFR, and then also require an applicant to obtain a building permit or other
authorization, which the locality claims is not subject to the section 6409(a) shot clock).
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regulatory review process under section 6409(a), and, to the extent it has not done so as part of the first
required procedural step, (2) the applicant submits written documentation addressing the applicable
eligible facilities request criteria, including that the proposed modification would not cause a “substantial
change” to the existing structure. 43
17.
By requiring that an applicant take the first procedural step required by the locality, our
goal is to give localities “considerable flexibility” to structure their procedures for review of eligible
facilities requests, 44 but prevent localities from “impos[ing] lengthy and onerous processes not justified
by the limited scope of review contemplated” by section 6409(a). 45 In taking the first procedural step that
the local jurisdiction requires as part of its applicable regulatory review process, applicants demonstrate
that they are complying with a local government’s procedures. The second criterion—requiring
applicants to submit information demonstrating that the proposed modification does not constitute a
“substantial change”—is necessary because localities must have the opportunity to review the information
specified in section 1.6100(c)(1) in order to decide whether applications meet the criteria for an eligible
facilities request that must be approved within 60 days. 46 We find that these criteria strike a reasonable
balance between local government flexibility and the streamlined review envisioned by section 6409(a). 47
18.
In addition, we find that further clarifications are needed to achieve our goal of balancing
local government flexibility with the streamlined review envisioned by section 6409(a). First, we clarify
that a local government may not delay the triggering of the shot clock by establishing a “first step” that is
outside of the applicant’s control or is not objectively verifiable. For example, if the first step required by
a local government is that applicants meet with municipal staff before making any filing, the applicant
should be able to satisfy that first step by making a written request to schedule the meeting—a step within
the applicant’s control. In this example, the 60-day shot clock would start once the applicant has made a
written request for the meeting and the applicant also has satisfied the second of our criteria by providing
the requisite documentation. While we do not wish to discourage meetings between applicants and the
local governments, as we recognize that such consultations may help avoid errors that localities have

43

We provide this limited guidance in order to resolve uncertainty about what the Commission intended by its
reference to when an applicant “submits a request seeking approval under this section.” This guidance does not
constitute a legislative rule, and we disagree with commenters that a further rulemaking would be required. See
NATOA Reply at 5 (arguing that a “good faith” standard would be “a change to—not a clarification of—the current
rule”); San Diego Comments at 6-8. The localities’ comments are directed at relief not granted in this Declaratory
Ruling and are therefore outside its scope.

44

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12956, para. 214 & n.595.

45

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12955, para. 212.

46
2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12956-57, paras. 215-16 (60 days sufficient for eligible facilities
request review).
47

Cf. WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 8-9 (seeking ruling that “the Section 6409(a) shot clock begins to run once an
applicant” makes “a good faith attempt to seek the necessary government approvals” by “submitting an EFR under
any reasonable process,” i.e., “upon initial written submission in the case where a state or local government requires
any type of pre-application submission or meetings.”). Similarly, a number of providers request a ruling that the
shot clock is not tolled by mandatory pre-application meetings or public hearings. See, e.g., CTIA Comments at 1213; Crown Castle Comments at 21-22; T-Mobile Comments at 4, 17; WISPA Comments at 6. Numerous providers
support these proposals. See, e.g., CTIA Comments at 13; AT&T Comments at 12-14; Crown Castle Comments at
22-23; Nokia Comments at 5-6; T-Mobile Comments at 16; Verizon Comments at 8-9; WISPA Comments at 6. By
specifying concrete steps that are more specific and verifiable than the “good faith” standard that WIA proposed, we
believe we will facilitate compliance by both localities and applicants. See, e.g., NATOA Comments at 6
(criticizing WIA’s proposed “good faith” standard); San Diego Comments at 6-8 (same).
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identified as leading to delays, 48 such meetings themselves should not be allowed to cause delays or
prevent these requests from being timely approved. As an additional example, a local government could
not establish as its first step a requirement that an applicant demonstrate that it has addressed all concerns
raised by the public, as such a step would not be objectively verifiable.
19.
Second, we clarify that a local government may not delay the triggering of the shot clock
by defining the “first step” as a combination or sequencing of steps, rather than a single step. For
example, if a local government defines the first step of its process as separate consultations with a
citizens’ association, a historic preservation review board, and the local government staff, an applicant
will trigger the shot clock by taking any one of those actions, along with providing the requisite
documentation under our rules. 49 Once the shot clock has begun, it would not be tolled if the local
government were to deny, delay review of, or require refiling of the application on the grounds that the
local government’s separate consultation requirements were not completed. 50 The local government
would bear responsibility for ensuring that any separate consultations, as well as the substantive review of
the proposed facility modification, are all completed within 60 days. If not, the eligible facilities request
would be deemed granted under our rules.
20.
Third, we clarify that a local government may not delay the start of the shot clock by
declining to accept an applicant’s submission of the documentation required under our rules to
demonstrate satisfaction of the criteria for an eligible facilities request. 51 In addition, a local government
may not delay the start of the shot clock by requiring an applicant to submit documentation other than the
documentation required under our rules. 52 We clarify how our documentation rules apply in the context
of the shot clock to provide certainty that unnecessary documentation requests do not effectively delay the
shot clock as part of the local government’s “first step,” even if providing that documentation would be
within the applicant’s control and could be objectively verified. For example, if a locality requires as the
first step in its section 6409(a) process that an applicant meet with a local zoning board, that applicant
would not need to submit local zoning documentation as well in order to trigger the shot clock.
21.
Fourth, we note that a local government may use conditional use permits, variances, or
other similar types of authorizations under the local government’s standard zoning or siting rules, in
connection with the consideration of an eligible facilities request. We clarify, however, that requirements
to obtain such authorizations may not be used by the local government to delay the start of the shot clock
48

See, e.g., NLC Comments at 25-26; San Diego Comments at 29-30; Seattle Comments at 2 ( asserting that
applicants’ errors account for far more delays in the review process for eligible facilities requests than improper
review processes and arguing that pre-application meetings help applicants avoid errors and thus expedite review).
49

47 CFR § 1.6100(c)(1).

50

See 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12957, para. 217 (“[A]n initial determination of incompleteness
tolls the running of the [shot clock] period only if the State or local government provides notice to the applicant in
writing within 30 days of the application’s submission [and]. . . clearly and specifically delineate[s] the missing
information in writing. . . . Further, consistent with the documentation restriction established above, the State or
municipality may only specify as missing [such]information and supporting documents that are reasonably related
to determining whether the request meets the requirements of Section 6409(a).”) (emphasis added). See also 47
CFR § 1.6100(c)(1) (setting forth the documentation required to be submitted by the eligible facilities request
applicant); 47 CFR § 1.6100(c)(3) (setting forth criteria for tolling of the shot clock).
51

47 CFR § 1.6100(c)(1); see also 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12956, para. 214 & n.595 (clarifying
documentation requirements).
52

47 CFR § 1.6100(c)(1). This rule provides that “[w]hen an applicant asserts in writing that a request for
modification is covered by this section, a State or local government may require the applicant to provide
documentation or information only to the extent reasonably related to determining whether the request meets the
requirements of this section. A State or local government may not require an applicant to submit any other
documentation, including but not limited to documentation intended to illustrate the need for such wireless facilities
or to justify the business decision to modify such wireless facilities.”
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under the section 6409(a) process. The shot clock would begin once the applicant takes the first step in
whatever process the local government uses in connection with reviewing applications subject to section
6409(a) and submits all documentation required under our rules. Subsequently, if the locality rejects the
applicant’s request to modify wireless facilities as incomplete based on requirements relating to such
permits, variances or similar authorizations, the shot clock would not be tolled and the application would
be deemed granted after 60 days if the application constitutes an eligible facilities request under our rules.
22.
Fifth, we note that some jurisdictions have not established specific procedures for the
review and approval of eligible facilities requests under section 6409(a). In those cases, we clarify that,
for purposes of triggering the shot clock under section 6409(a), the applicant can consider the first
procedural step to be submission of the type of filing that is typically required to initiate a standard zoning
or siting review of a proposed deployment that is not subject to section 6409(a). 53
23.
We find that these clarifications serve to remove uncertainty about the scope and
meaning of various provisions of section 1.6100 consistent with the text, history, and purpose of the 2014
Infrastructure Order. 54 We also note that the commencement of the shot clock does not excuse the
applicant from continuing to follow the locality’s procedural and substantive requirements (to the extent
those requirements are consistent with the Commission’s rules), including obligations “to comply with
generally applicable building, structural, electrical, and safety codes or with other laws codifying
objective standards reasonably related to health and safety.” 55
B.

Height Increase for Towers Outside the Public Rights-of-Way

24.
Adding new collocated equipment near or at the top of an existing tower can be an
efficient means of expanding the capacity or coverage of a wireless network without the disturbances
associated with building an entirely new structure. Adding this equipment to an existing tower would
change the tower’s physical dimensions, but if such a change is not “substantial,” then a request to
implement it would qualify as an eligible facilities request, and a locality would be required to approve it.
Section 1.6100(b)(7)(i) provides that a modification on a tower outside of the public rights-of-way would
cause a substantial change if it “increases the height of the tower by more than 10% or by the height of
one additional antenna array with separation from the nearest existing antenna not to exceed twenty feet,
whichever is greater.” 56
53

Comparable modification requests might include applications to install, modify, repair, or replace wireless
transmission equipment on a structure that is outside the scope of section 6409(a), or to mount cable television,
wireline telephone, or electric distribution cables or equipment on outdoor towers or poles.
54

We note that sections 253 and 332(c)(7) generally prohibit local governments from making regulatory decisions
that “prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting” the provision of personal wireless service or other forms of
telecommunications service by any provider. See 47 U.S.C. §§ 253(a) and 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(I). Accordingly,
localities’ regulatory decisions affecting eligible facilities requests are subject to sections 253 and 332(c)(7) as well
as section 6409(a); and unless one of the narrow statutory safe harbors applies, localities may not use procedural
mechanisms to deny covered requests and may not deny individual eligible facilities requests in a manner that
“materially inhibits the provision of such [telecommunications] services,” including by materially inhibiting
providers’ ability to “densify[] a wireless network, introduce[e] new services or otherwise improv[e] service
capabilities.” 2018 Small Cell Order, 33 FCC Rcd at 9104-05, para. 37. Nor may localities regulate in a manner
that creates de facto moratoria in the context of eligible facilities requests, such as “frequent and lengthy delays
in. . . issuing permits and processing applications” or imposing “onerous conditions.” 2018 Moratorium Order, 33
FCC Rcd at 7779-80, paras. 149-150. While some delay in deployment does not constitute a de facto moratorium,
“[s]ituations cross the line into de facto moratoria where the delay continues for an unreasonably long or indefinite
amount of time such that providers are discouraged from filing applications, or the action or inaction has the effect
of preventing carriers from deploying certain types of facilities or technologies.” Id. at 7781, para. 150.
55

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12951, para. 202.

56

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(i) (emphasis added). Section 1.6100(b)(7)(i) establishes different standards governing
whether a “substantial change” would result from an increase in the height of a tower located outside of the public
(continued….)
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25.
Commenters assert that they have two different interpretations of the meaning of this
language in section 1.6100(b)(7)(i). Industry commenters read section 1.6100(b)(7)(i) as allowing a new
antenna to be added without being a substantial change if there is no more than twenty feet in
“separation” between the existing and new antennas, and that the size/height of the new antenna itself is
irrelevant to the concept of “separation.” 57 Localities appear to be of the view, however, that such an
interpretation strains what the statute and regulations would permit—creating different standards for
antenna height depending on where it is located and leading to indefinite increases in antenna height
under a streamlined process not designed for that purpose. 58 Adding an antenna array to a tower out of
the public right-of-way that increases the height of the tower would not be considered a substantial
change, by itself, if there is no more than twenty feet of separation between the nearest existing antenna.
The phrase “separation from the nearest existing antenna” means the distance from the top of the highest
existing antenna on the tower to the bottom of the proposed new antenna to be deployed above it. Thus,
when determining whether an application satisfies the criteria for an eligible facilities request, localities
should not measure this separation from the top of the existing antenna to the top of the new antenna,
because the height of the new antenna itself should not be included when calculating the allowable height
increase. Rather, under our interpretation, the word “separation” refers to the distance from the top of the
existing antenna to the bottom of the proposed antenna. Interpreting “separation” otherwise to include the
height of the new antenna could limit the number of proposed height increases that would qualify for
section 6409(a) treatment, given typical antenna sizes and separation distances between antennas, which
would undermine the statute’s objective to facilitate streamlined review of modifications of existing
wireless structures.
26.
Specifically, and in response to commenters’ arguments regarding the language in section
1.6100(b)(7)(i), we find that our resolution today is consistent with the long-established interpretation of
the comparable standard set forth in the 2001 Collocation Agreement for determining the maximum size
of a proposed collocation that is categorically excluded from historic preservation review. 59 Commission
staff explained, in a fact sheet released in 2002, that under this provision of the Collocation Agreement, if
a “150-foot tower… already [has] an antenna at the top of the tower, the tower height could increase by
up to 20 feet [i.e., the “separation” distance] plus the height of a new antenna to be located at the top of
the tower” without constituting a substantial increase in size.60 That standard was the source of the
standard for the allowable height increases for towers outside the rights-of-way that the Commission
(Continued from previous page)
rights-of-way versus the increase in the height of a base station (i.e., a structure other than a tower that supports
collocated transmission equipment) or a tower located within the rights-of-way. Our focus here is on the definition
of height increases for towers outside the rights-of-way.
57

See CTIA Comments at 10-11; Crown Castle Comments at 15-16; CTIA and Crown Castle urge the Commission
to clarify that, in the case of a tower, section 1.6100(b)(7)(i) allows a new antenna to be added without constituting
a substantial change if there is up to 20 feet in “separation” between the existing and new antennas. They assert that
the size/height of the new antenna itself is irrelevant to the concept of “separation.” Both commenters argue that
this interpretation is consistent with the Collocation NPA and is needed to counter locality attempts to include the
dimensions of the new antenna itself into the 20 feet limit.

58

See San Diego Comments at 47-48; see also San Diego Reply at 80-82 (arguing that the requested clarification
would eliminate any maximum height limit for towers).

59

See National Programmatic Agreement for the Collocation of Wireless Antennas, 47 CFR pt. 1, Appx. B
(Collocation Agreement), § I.E (a collocation on an existing tower causes a “substantial increase in the size of the
tower” if it would increase the tower’s existing height by an amount more than “10%, or by the height of one
additional antenna array with separation from the nearest existing antenna not to exceed twenty feet, whichever is
greater, except that the mounting of the proposed antenna may exceed the size limits set forth in this paragraph if
necessary to avoid interference with existing antennas.”).
60
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and Mass Media Bureau Announce the Release of a Fact Sheet Regarding
the March 16, 2001 Antenna Collocation Programmatic Agreement, Public Notice, 17 FCC Rcd 508 (2002).
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adopted in the 2014 Infrastructure Order. 61
27.
Our interpretation also aligns with the clarification sought by WIA and other industry
parties. 62 We reject the argument that this interpretation creates irrational inconsistences among height
increase standards depending on the type of structure and whether a tower is inside or outside the rightsof-way. 63 As we discussed in the 2014 Infrastructure Order, limits on height and width increases should
depend on the type and location of the underlying structure. 64 We therefore adopted the Collocation
Agreement’s “substantial increase in size” test for towers outside the rights-of-way, 65 and we adopted a
different standard for non-tower structures. 66 Localities are rearguing an issue already settled in the 2014
Infrastructure Order when they urge that the same height increase standard should apply to different
types of structures. 67 We also reject the argument that this interpretation would lead to virtually
unconstrained increases in the height of such towers. 68 These concerns are unwarranted because the2014
Infrastructure Order already limits the cumulative increases in height from eligible modifications and
nothing in this Declaratory Ruling changes those limits. 69
28.
Our clarification is limited to section 1.6100(b)(7)(i) and the maximum increase in the
height of a tower outside the rights-of-way allowed pursuant to an eligible facilities request under section
6409(a). We remind applicants that “eligible facility requests covered by section 6409(a) must comply
with any relevant Federal requirement, including any applicable Commission, FAA, NEPA, or section
106 [historic review] requirements.” 70
C.

Equipment Cabinets

29.
To upgrade to 5G and for other technological and capacity improvements, providers often
add equipment cabinets to existing wireless sites. Section 1.6100(b)(7)(iii) provides that a proposed
modification to a support structure constitutes a substantial change if “it involves installation of more than
the standard number of new equipment cabinets for the technology involved, but not to exceed four
cabinets.” 71 Some localities suggest that telecommunications transmission equipment manufactured with
61

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12946, para. 192.

62

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 17-18; CTIA Comments at 10-11; Crown Castle Comments at 15-16.

63

Cf. San Diego Comments at 47-48 (arguing that WIA’s interpretation would create an inconsistency between the
height increase standard for towers outside public rights-of-way and the standard for other structures).

64

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12946, para. 192.

65

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(i); 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12946, para. 192; Collocation Agreement §
I.C(1).
66
2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12946-47, para. 193; see 47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(i) (stating a
substantial change would occur for other eligible support structures when, “it increases the height of the structure by
more than 10% or more than ten feet, whichever is greater”).
67

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(i). See 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12946-48, paras. 193-95 (explaining
reasons for different standards).
68

San Diego Reply at 80-82 (quoting 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12949, para. 197).

69

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(i)(A); 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12948-49, paras. 196-97 (stating that
“our substantial change criteria for changes in height should be applied as limits on cumulative changes; otherwise,
a series of permissible small changes could result in an overall change that significantly exceeds our adopted
standards.”).
70

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12951, para. 203.

71

See 47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(iii). Section 1.6100(b)(7)(iii) imposes additional restrictions on equipment cabinet
installations that constitute a substantial change in the context of towers in the public ROW and base stations either
within or outside the public ROW. Petitioners do not raise issues regarding these additional provisions.
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outer protective covers can be “equipment cabinets” under section 1.6100(b)(7)(iii) of the rules. 72 We
conclude that localities are interpreting “equipment cabinet” under section 1.6100(b)(7)(iii) too broadly to
the extent they are treating equipment itself as a cabinet simply because transmission equipment may
have protective housing. Nor does a small piece of transmission equipment mounted near an antenna
become an “equipment cabinet” simply because it is more visible when mounted above ground. 73
Consistent with common usage of the term “equipment cabinet” in the telecommunications industry,
small pieces of equipment such as remote radio heads/remote radio units, amplifiers, transceivers
mounted behind antennas, and similar devices are not “equipment cabinets” under
section 1.6100(b)(7)(iii) if they are not used as physical containers for smaller, distinct devices. 74
Moreover, we note that section 1.6100(b)(3) defines an “eligible facilities request” (i.e., a request entitled
to streamlined treatment under section 6409(a)) as any request for modification of an existing tower or
base station that does not substantially change the physical dimensions of such tower or base station and
that involves the collocation, removal or replacement of “transmission equipment.” 75 Interpreting
“transmission equipment,” an element required in order for a modification to qualify for streamlined
treatment, with “equipment cabinets,” an element that is subject to numerical limits that can cause the
modification not to qualify for streamlined treatment, would strain the intended purposes of sections
1.6100(b)(3) and 1.6100(b)(7)(iii). We do not address here other aspects of the definition of equipment
cabinets on which industry commenters seek clarification. 76
30.
In addition, we clarify that the maximum number of additional equipment cabinets that
can be added under the rule is measured for each separate eligible facilities request. According to WIA,
one unidentified city in Tennessee interprets the term “not to exceed four cabinets” in
section 1.6100(b)(7)(iii) as “setting a cumulative limit, rather than a limit on the number of cabinets
associated with a particular eligible facilities request.”77 We find that such an interpretation runs counter
to the text of section 1.6100(b)(7)(iii), which restricts the number of “new” cabinets per eligible facilities
request. The city’s interpretation ignores the fact that the word “it” in the rule refers to a “modification”
and supports the conclusion that the limit on equipment cabinet installations applies separately to each
eligible facilities request.78

72

San Diego Comments at 41-42, 44.

73

Contra San Diego Comments at 44 (stating, “CTIA suggests that the difference is the size and location of the
equipment enclosure, not its function. To adopt the industry’s definition is nonsensical given that it is the function
that controls, and locational visibility matters. The industry omits the fact that RRUs located near the antennas
creates substantial visible bulk, as do RRUs and associated equipment above ground, and that bulk is more visible
than ground mounted cabinets or for new cabinets installed existing enclosures.”).
74

Accord CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 13; WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 13; Crown Castle Comments at 11.
Cf. San Diego Comments at 42 & n.114 (citing technical documents referring to equipment cabinets as containers
for smaller devices).

75

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(3).

76

We find this relief to suffice at this stage and thus do not address the industry parties’ contention that, in the
portion of section 1.6100(b)(7)(iii) applicable to any eligible support structure, the term “equipment cabinets”
applies only to cabinets installed on the ground and not to those mounted above ground level on the side of
structures. See CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 5, 13-14; WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 13-14; AT&T
Comments at 8-10; Crown Castle Comments at 10-11; T-Mobile Comments at 4-5, 19-20; Verizon Comments at 9;
contra San Diego Comments at 41-44; NLC Comments at 20-21.
77

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 13.

78

This conclusion is also supported by the context of the rule as a whole. The number and size of preexisting
cabinets are irrelevant to the limitation on equipment cabinets on eligible support structures, in contrast to the rest of
the rule, which takes into account whether there are preexisting ground cabinets at the site and whether proposed
new cabinets’ volume exceeds the volume of preexisting cabinets by more than 10%. 47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(iii).
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Concealment Elements

31.
Section 1.6100(b)(7)(v) states that a modification “substantially changes” the physical
dimensions of an existing structure if “[i]t would defeat the concealment elements of the eligible support
structure.” 79 The 2014 Infrastructure Order provides that, “in the context of a modification request
related to concealed or ‘stealth’-designed facilities —i.e., facilities designed to look like some feature
other than a wireless tower or base station—any change that defeats the concealment elements of such
facilities would be considered a ‘substantial change’ under Section 6409(a).” 80 The 2014 Infrastructure
Order notes that both locality and industry commenters generally agreed that “a modification that
undermines the concealment elements of a stealth wireless facility, such as painting to match the
supporting façade or artificial tree branches, should be considered substantial under Section 6409(a).” 81
32.
Stakeholders subsequently have interpreted the definition of “concealment element” and
the types of modifications that would “defeat” concealment in different ways. Petitioners and industry
commenters urge the Commission to clarify that the term “concealment element” only refers to “a stealth
facility or those aspects of a design that were specifically intended to disguise the appearance of a facility,
such as faux tree branches or paint color.” 82 T-Mobile states that some localities are “proffering ‘creative
or inappropriate’ regulatory interpretations of what a concealment element is.” 83 Locality commenters
counter that there is more to concealment than “fully stealthed facilities and semi-stealthed monopines.” 84
They argue that the proposed changes would undermine the ability of local jurisdictions to enforce
regulations designed to conceal equipment. 85 NLC asserts that many attributes of a site contribute to
concealment, such as the “specific location of a rooftop site, or the inclusion of equipment in a particular
architectural feature.” 86 Locality commenters contend that limiting concealment elements to features
identified in the original approval would negate land use requirements that were a factor in the original
deployment but not specified as such. 87
33.
Clarification of “Concealment Element.” We clarify that concealment elements are
elements of a stealth-designed facility intended to make the facility look like something other than a
wireless tower or base station. 88 The 2014 Infrastructure Order defines “concealed or ‘stealth’”-designed

79

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(v).

80

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12949-50, para. 200.

81

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12949-50, para. 200.

82

CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 12; see also WIA Reply at 24; T-Mobile Comments at 4, 8; AT&T Comments
at 7; ATC Comments at 9-10; Crown Castle Comments at 9-10.
83

T-Mobile Comments at 7-8; see also AT&T Comments at 6-7; ATC Comments at 9-10; Crown Castle Comments
at 8.
84

NLC Comments at 17.

85

Gwen Kennedy Comments at 1 (rec. Nov. 13, 2019) (filed on behalf of Loudoun County, Virginia) (Loudoun
County Comments).
86

NLC Comments at 17, 19.

87
NATOA Comments at 9; see also Chino Hills Comments at 2; NLC Comments at 18; NLC Reply at 6; Loudoun
County Comments at 1. NATOA notes that many towers and collocations were approved “long before the
enactment of Section 6409 and the Commission’s Rules [and there] was no way for municipalities to know that the
conditions of approval would be ignored if they did not use magic words adopted years later.” NATOA Comments
at 9; see also NLC Comments at 18; San Diego Comments at 38.
88

Contra NATOA Comments at 8 (contending that Petitioners’ requests for clarification are a “substantial change to
the Rules that would unreasonably narrow the common meaning of ‘concealment elements.’”); San Diego
Comments at 31 (“The Petitioners’ arguments attempt to expand the scope of eligible facilities requests by
narrowing the definition of concealment elements.”). The rules and 2014 Infrastructure Order do not provide
(continued….)
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facilities as “facilities designed to look like some feature other than a wireless tower or base station,” and
further provides that any change that defeats the concealment elements of such facilities would be
considered a substantial change under section 6409(a). 89 Significantly, the 2014 Infrastructure Order
identified parts of a stealth wireless facility such as “painting to match the supporting façade or artificial
tree branches” as examples of concealment elements. 90 We agree with industry commenters that
concealment elements are those elements of a wireless facility installed for the purpose of rendering the
“appearance of the wireless facility as something fundamentally different than a wireless facility,”91 and
that concealment elements are “confined to those used in stealth facilities.” 92
34.
We disagree with localities who argue that any attribute that minimizes the visual impact
of a facility, such as a specific location on a rooftop site or placement behind a tree line or fence, can be a
concealment element. 93 As localities acknowledged in comments they submitted in response to the 2013
Infrastructure NPRM, “local governments often address visual effects and concerns in historic districts
not through specific stealth conditions, but through careful placement” conditions. 94 Our rules separately
address conditions to minimize the visual impact of non-stealth facilities under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi)
governing “conditions associated with the siting approval.” 95 The Commission narrowly defined
concealment elements to mean the elements of a stealth facility, and no other conditions fall within the
scope of section 1.6100(b)(7)(v).
35.
We also clarify that, in order to be a concealment element under section 1.6100(b)(7)(v),
the element must have been part of the facility that the locality approved in its prior review. 96 Our
clarification that concealment elements must be related to the locality’s prior approval is informed by the
2014 Infrastructure Order and its underlying record, which assumed that “stealth” designed facilities in
(Continued from previous page)
detailed guidance on when modifications “defeat the concealment elements” under section 1.6100(b)(7)(v), and we
disagree that providing clarity on existing language constitutes a rule change.
89

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12950, para. 200.

90

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12949-50, para. 200; see also WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 11
(“Faux tree branches serve no other purpose than to create the appearance that a tower is a tree. Painting a rooftop
antenna to match the building serves no purpose other than to enhance the appearance of the building.”).
91

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 11; see also AT&T Reply at 6 (“[T]he Commission should clarify [] that (1)
‘concealment elements’ refer only to the ‘stealth’ elements of a structure that disguise the structure as something
other than a wireless site . . . .”); CCA Comments at 7-8 (“In the 2014 Order, the Commission described
concealment elements as those tailored to make wireless facilities ‘look like some feature other than a wireless tower
or base station,’ and specifically identified ‘painting to match the supporting façade’ and ‘artificial tree branches’ as
examples.”); Letter from Cathleen Massey, Vice President of Regulatory Affairs, T-Mobile, to Marlene H. Dortch,
Secretary, FCC, WT Docket No. 19-250 et. al., at 2 & n.6 (filed May 13, 2020) (“the Commission should clarify that
‘concealment elements’ means ‘a stealth facility or those aspects of a deployment’s design that were specifically
intended to disguise the appearance of a facility’”).
92

CTIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 10.

93

See National League of Cities Comments at 16-17; see also NATOA Comments at 8-9.

94

See City of Alexandria, Virginia; City of Arlington, Texas; City of Bellevue Washington; City of Boston,
Massachusetts; City of Davis, California; City of Los Angeles, California; Los Angeles County, California; City of
McAllen, Texas; Montgomery County, Maryland; City of Ontario, California; Town of Palm Beach, Florida; City of
Portland, Oregon; City of Redwood City, California; City of San Jose, California; Village of Scarsdale, New York;
City of Tallahassee, Florida; Texas Coalition of Cities for Utility Issues; Georgia Municipal Association;
International Municipal Lawyers Association; and American Planning Association (Alexandria et al.) Reply at 1819; see also Alexandria et al. Comments at 19.

95

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(vi).

96

See 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12945, 12949, paras. 188, 200.
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most cases would be installed at the request of an approving local government. 97 Further, in the 2014
Infrastructure Order, the Commission stated that a modification would be considered a substantial
increase if “it would defeat the existing concealment elements of the tower or base station.” 98 We clarify
that the term “existing” means that the concealment element existed on the facility that was subject to a
prior approval by the locality. In addition, the record in the 2014 Infrastructure Order, as relied upon by
the Commission, characterized stealth requirements as identifiable, pre-existing elements in place before
an eligible facilities request is submitted. 99
36.
Regarding the meaning of a prior approval in the context of an “existing” concealment
element, we note that section 1.6100(b)(7)(i) provides that permissible increases in the height of a tower
(other than a tower in the public rights-of-way) should be measured relative to a locality’s original
approval of the tower or the locality’s approval of any modifications that were approved prior to the
passage of the Spectrum Act. 100 We find it reasonable to interpret an “existing” concealment element
relative to the same temporal reference points, which are intended to allow localities to adopt legitimate
requirements for approval of an original tower at any time but not to allow localities to adopt these same
requirements for a modification to the original tower (except for a modification prior to the Spectrum Act
when localities would not have been on notice of the limitations in section 6409(a)). 101 In other words,
the purpose of section 1.6100(b)(7)(v) is to identify and preserve prior local recognition of the need for
such concealment, but not to invite new restrictions that the locality did not previously identify as
necessary. Accordingly, we clarify that under section 1.6100(b)(7)(v), a concealment element must have
been part of the facility that was considered by the locality at the original approval of the tower or at the
modification to the original tower, if the approval of the modification occurred prior to the Spectrum Act
or lawfully outside of the section 6409(a) process (for instance, an approval for a modification that did not
qualify for streamlined section 6409(a) treatment).
37.
We are not persuaded by localities’ arguments that our clarification would negate land
use requirements that were a factor in the approval of the original deployment even if those requirements
were not specified as a condition.102 Our clarification does not mean that a concealment element must
have been explicitly articulated by the locality as a condition or requirement of a prior approval. Magic
words are not needed to demonstrate that a locality considered in its approval that a stealth design for a
telecommunications facility would look like something else, such as a pine tree, flag pole, or chimney.
However, it would be inconsistent with the purpose of section 6409(a) – facilitating wireless
infrastructure deployment – to give local governments discretion to require new concealment elements
that were not part of the facility that was subject to the locality’s prior approval.103 We expect that this
97

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12949-50, para. 200.

98

See 2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12945, para. 188 (emphasis added).

99

See 2013 Infrastructure NPRM, 28 FCC Rcd at 14284, para. 127.

100

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(i)(A).

101

By permitting localities to rely on concealment elements required when approving modifications of towers prior
to the Spectrum Act, we address in part locality concerns about concealment conditions imposed on older structures
after an original approval. See, e.g., San Diego Comments at 38 (stating that WIA’s request for clarification that
concealment elements must have been named in the initial approval “would unfairly and retroactively punish both
communities and providers who had no notice, and therefore no reason to expect that regulation would be premised
upon such a requirement.”).
102

NATOA Comments at 9.

103
NATOA Comments at 9; see also Chino Hills Comments at 2; NLC Comments at 18; NLC Reply at 6; Gwen
Kennedy Comments at 1 (rec. Nov. 13, 2019) (filed on behalf of Loudoun County, Virginia) (Loudoun County
Comments) (stating that the proposed clarifications would undermine the ability of local jurisdictions to enforce
regulations designed to conceal equipment). NATOA insists that many towers and collocations were approved
“long before the enactment of Section 6409 and the Commission’s Rules [and there] was no way for municipalities
(continued….)
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clarification will also promote the purpose of the rules to provide greater certainty to localities and
applicants as to whether a concealment element exists.
38.
Clarification of “Defeat Concealment.” Next, we clarify that, to “defeat concealment,”
the proposed modification must cause a reasonable person to view the structure’s intended stealth design
as no longer effective after the modification. In other words, if the stealth design features would continue
effectively to make the structure appear not to be a wireless facility, then the modification would not
defeat concealment. Our definition is consistent with dictionary definitions and common usage 104 of the
term “defeat” and is supported by the record. 105 Our clarification is necessary because, as industry
commenters point out, some localities construe even small changes to “defeat” concealment, which delays
deployment, extends the review processes for modifications to existing facilities, and frustrates the intent
behind section 6409(a). 106
39.
Examples of Whether Modifications Defeat Concealment Elements. We offer the
following examples to provide guidance on concealment elements and whether or not they have been
defeated to help inform resolution of disputes should they arise:
•

In some cases, localities take the position that the placement of coaxial cable on the
outside of a stealth facility constitutes a substantial change based on the visual impact of
the cable. Coaxial cables typically range from 0.2 inches to slightly over a half-inch in
diameter,107 and it is extremely unlikely that such cabling would render the intended
stealth design ineffective at the distances where individuals would view a facility.

•

In other cases, localities have interpreted any change to the color of a stealth tower or
structure as defeating concealment. 108 Such interpretations are overly broad and can

(Continued from previous page)
to know that the conditions of approval would be ignored if they did not use magic words adopted years later.”
NATOA Comments at 9; see also NLC Comments at 18; San Diego Comments at 38 (stating that WIA’s request for
clarification that concealment elements must have been named in the initial approval “would unfairly and
retroactively punish both communities and providers who had no notice, and therefore no reason to expect that
regulation would be premised upon such a requirement.”).
104

See Defeat, Black’s Law Dictionary (11th ed. 2019) (Defeat means “2. To annul or render (something) void. 3.
To vanquish; to conquer (someone or something). 4. To frustrate (someone or something).”).

105

See Crown Castle Comments at 9-10 (suggesting that, in order to defeat a concealment element, a modification
“must entirely render the concealment void or useless”); AT&T Comments at 8 (stating that a modification must
“materially change” the appearance of a concealment element for there to be “substantial change”).
106
T-Mobile Comments at 7-8; Crown Castle Comments at 9-10; CCA Comments at 5; see also ATC Reply at 6,
n.13 (arguing that adoption of Petitioners’ clarifications regarding “defeat” will “allow for appropriate, real world,
case-by-case analysis of those elements which actually contribute to concealment”); AT&T Comments at 6-7; CTIA
Comments at 8 (“localities are broadly treating the entire structure as a concealment element, or otherwise
improperly invoking the rule to deem a modification to be substantial.”); Crown Castle Comments at 8, n.20 (stating
that there are “myriads” of ways of that localities claim concealment is defeated, “even when not included in siting
approval: increasing the height of a monopine; increasing the height of a light pole; failure to add screens to antenna;
any change to branches on a stealth tree; addition of opaque fencing; enclosing of equipment within shelters;
increasing the width of a canister on a flagpole or utility pole; and external cabling on a non-camouflaged
monopole.”).
107

RS Components, Ltd., Everything You Need to Know About Coaxial Cable, https://uk.rsonline.com/web/generalDisplay.html?id=ideas-and-advice/coaxial-cable-guide.
108

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 3 (“In many cases, these requirements are not mandated by local codes but are
imposed on an ad hoc basis by local jurisdictions.”); T-Mobile Reply at 14; AT&T Reply at 6-7; NLC Reply at 1718; see also Letter from Alexi Maltas, Senior Vice President and General Counsel, Competitive Carriers
Association, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WT Docket No. 17-79, at 2 (filed Jul. 12, 2019) (CCA 2019
Letter).
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frustrate Congress’s intent to expedite the section 6409(a) process. A change in color
must make a reasonable person believe that the intended stealth is no longer effective. 109
Changes to the color of a stealth structure can occur for many reasons, including for
example, the discontinuance of the previous color. An otherwise compliant eligible
facilities request will not defeat concealment in this case merely because the modification
uses a slightly different paint color. Further, if the new equipment is shielded by an
existing shroud that is not being modified, then the color of the equipment is irrelevant
because it is not visible to the public and would not render an intended concealment
ineffective. Therefore, such a change would not defeat concealment. 110

E.

•

WIA reports that a locality in Colorado claims that a small increase in height on a stealth
monopine, which is less than the size thresholds of section 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv), defeats
concealment and therefore constitutes a substantial change. 111 We clarify that such a
change would not defeat concealment if the change in size does not cause a reasonable
person to view the structure’s intended stealth design (i.e., the design of the wireless
facility to resemble a pine tree) as no longer effective after the modification.

•

If a prior approval included a stealth-designed monopine that must remain hidden behind
a tree line, a proposed modification within the thresholds of section 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv)
that makes the monopine visible above the tree line would be permitted under section
1.6100(b)(7)(v). First, the concealment element would not be defeated if the monopine
retains its stealth design in a manner that a reasonable person would continue to view the
intended stealth design as effective. Second, a requirement that the facility remain
hidden behind a tree line is not a feature of a stealth-designed facility; rather it is an
aesthetic condition that falls under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi). Under that analysis, as
explained in greater detail below, a proposed modification within the thresholds of
section 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv) that makes the monopine visible above the tree line likely
would be permitted under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi).
Conditions Associated with the Siting Approval

40.
Section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi) states that a modification is a substantial increase if “[i]t does
not comply with conditions associated with the siting approval of the construction or modification of the
eligible support structure or base station equipment, provided however that this limitation does not apply
to any modification that is non-compliant only in a manner that would not exceed the thresholds identified
in § 1.61001(b)(7)(i) through (iv).” Industry commenters argue that changes specifically allowed under
section 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv) should not constitute a substantial change under section 1.6100(b)(vi). 112 For
example, the record shows that some localities claim that small increases in the size of a structure, such as
109
The 2014 Infrastructure Order noted that “a replacement of exactly the same dimensions could still violate
concealment elements if it does not have the same camouflaging paint as the replaced facility.” 29 FCC Rcd at
12949, para. 200, n.543. For such a change in paint color to defeat concealment, however, the color of the -stealth
tower must make a reasonable person believe that the modified facility will no longer resemble the stealth designed
facility
110

In a further example, according to Crown Castle, San Diego and Cerritos, California take the position that
additions or modifications of antennas on faux trees defeat concealment even if the appearance of the faux tree
remains the same. See, e.g., Letter from Kenneth Simon, Senior Vice President and General Counsel, Crown Castle,
to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WT Docket No. 17-79, at 1 (filed Aug. 10, 2018) (Crown Castle August
2018 Ex Parte Letter); see also T-Mobile Reply at 13. Additional faux branches would need to render the intended
disguise (resembling a tree, in this example) ineffective in order to defeat concealment.
111

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 10.

112

T-Mobile Comments at 18-19; see also WIA Reply at 24-25.
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increasing its height or increasing the width of its cannister, are a substantial change because they
wrongly characterize any increase to a structure’s visual profile or negative aesthetic impact as defeating
a concealment element – even if the size changes would be within the allowances under our rules.113
41.
Conditions associated with the siting approval under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi) may relate
to improving the aesthetics, or minimizing the visual impact, of non-stealth facilities (facilities not
addressed under section 1.6100(b)(7)(v)). However, localities cannot merely assert that a detail or feature
of the facility was a condition of the siting approval; there must be express evidence that at the time of
approval the locality required the feature and conditioned approval upon its continuing existence for noncompliance with the condition to disqualify a modification from being an eligible facilities request. Even
so, like any other condition under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi), such an aesthetics-related condition still
cannot be used to prevent modifications specifically allowed under sections 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv) of our
rules. 114 Consistent with “commonplace [] statutory construction that the specific governs the general,”
we clarify that where there is a conflict between a locality’s general ability to impose conditions under
(vi) and modifications specifically deemed not substantial under (i)-(iv), the conditions under (vi) should
be enforced only to the extent that they do not prevent the modification in (i)-(iv). 115 In other words,
when a proposed modification otherwise permissible under sections 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv) cannot
reasonably comply with conditions under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi), the conflict should be resolved in
favor of permitting the modifications. For example, a local government’s condition of approval that
requires a specifically sized shroud around an antenna could limit an increase in antenna size that is
otherwise permissible under section 1.6100(b)(7)(i). Under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi), however, the size
limit of the shroud would not be enforceable if it purported to prevent a modification to add a larger
antenna, but a local government could enforce its shrouding condition if the provider reasonably could
install a larger shroud to cover the larger antenna and thus meet the purpose of the condition.
42.
By providing guidance on the relationship between sections 1.6100(b)(7)(i) – (iv) and
1.6100(b)(7)(vi), including the limitations on conditions that a locality may impose, we expect there to be
fewer cases where conditions, especially aesthetic conditions, are improperly used to prevent
modifications otherwise expressly allowed under sections 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv). 116 We reaffirm that
beyond the specific conditions that localities may impose through section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi), localities can
enforce “generally applicable building, structural, electrical, and safety codes and [] other laws codifying
objective standards reasonably related to health and safety.” 117
43.

Examples of Aesthetics Related Conditions. Petitioners and both industry and locality

113
T-Mobile Comments at 9-10; see also Nokia Comments at 6-7; Crown Castle August 2018 Ex Parte Letter at 16
(claiming that a California locality treats the dimensions of “every aspect” of a project as a concealment element);
WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 11 (stating that a city in California does not allow weatherproof enclosure
expansions greater than 36 inches). Additionally, WIA offers examples of localities that take the position that any
increase in height on a monopine, even if below the substantial change threshold of section 1.16100(b)(7)(i)-(iv),
defeats concealment and therefore constitutes a substantial change. WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 10.
114

See, e.g., Crown Castle August 2018 Ex Parte Letter at 13 (“Imposing size-based ‘concealment elements’ is
nothing more than an attempt to evade the specific, objective size criteria that the Commission adopted in the 2014
Infrastructure Order.”); see also AT&T Comments at 6-7 (“If such generic features as height, width, or equipment
could be construed as concealment elements, the concealment exception would swallow the rule, nullifying the
Section 6409(a) protections adopted by Congress.”); T-Mobile Comments at 9; WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 10
(“[T]he record in this proceeding reflects that some jurisdictions are interpreting this language so broadly that the
exception swallows the rule.”); ATC Comments at 9.
115

Morales v. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 504 U.S. 374, 384 (1992).

116

See, e.g., Douglas Cty. v. Crown Castle USA, Inc., 2020 WL 109208, Case No. 18-cv-03171 (D. Colo., Jan. 9,
2020).
117

2014 Infrastructure Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12951, para. 202.
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commenters have provided numerous examples of disputes involving modifications to wireless facilities.
Using examples from the record, 118 and assuming that the locality has previously imposed an aestheticrelated condition under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi), we offer examples to provide guidance on the validity of
the condition to decrease future disputes and to help inform resolution of disputes should they arise:

F.

•

If a city has an aesthetic-related condition that specified a three-foot shroud cover for a
three-foot antenna, the city could not prevent the replacement of the original antenna with
a four-foot antenna otherwise permissible under section 1.6100(b)(7)(i) because the new
antenna cannot fit in the shroud. As described above, the city could enforce its shrouding
condition if the provider reasonably could install a four-foot shroud to cover the new
four-foot antenna. The city also could enforce a shrouding requirement that is not sizespecific and that does not limit modifications allowed under sections 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv).

•

T-Mobile claims that some localities consider existing walls and fences around noncamouflaged towers to be concealment elements that have been defeated if new
equipment is visible over those walls or fences. 119 First, such conditions are not
concealment elements; rather, they are considered aesthetic conditions under section
1.6100(b)(7)(vi). Such conditions may not prevent modifications specifically allowed by
sections 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv). However, if there were express evidence that the wall or
fence were conditions of approval to fully obscure the original equipment from view, the
locality may require a provider to make reasonable efforts to extend the wall or fence to
maintain the covering of the equipment.

•

If an original siting approval specified that a tower must remain hidden behind a tree line,
a proposed modification within the thresholds of section 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv) that makes
the tower visible above the tree line would be permitted under section 1.6100(b)(7)(vi),
because the provider cannot reasonably replace a grove of mature trees with a grove of
taller mature trees to maintain the absolute hiding of the tower.

•

In a similar vein, San Francisco has conditions to reduce the visual impact of a wireless
facility, including that it must be set back from the roof at the front building wall. 120 San
Francisco states that it will not approve a modification if the new equipment to be
installed does not meet the set back requirement. Even if a proposed modification within
the thresholds of section 1.6100(b)(7)(i)-(iv) exceeds the required set back, San Francisco
could enforce its set back condition if the provider reasonably could take other steps to
reduce the visual impact of the facility to meet the purpose of its condition.
Environmental Assessments After Execution of Memorandum of Agreement

44.
The Commission’s environmental rules implementing the National Environmental Policy
Act categorically exclude all actions from environmental evaluations, including the preparation of an
environmental assessment, except for defined actions associated with the construction of facilities that
may significantly affect the environment. 121 Pursuant to section 1.1307(a) of the Commission’s rules,
applicants currently submit an environmental assessment for those facilities that fall within specific
categories, including facilities that may affect historic properties protected under the National Historic
118

See San Diego Reply at 44-60 (pictures of multiple structures that commenters consider to be concealed).

119

Letter from Cathleen Massey, Vice-President of Regulatory Affairs, T-Mobile USA, Inc., to Marlene H. Dortch,
Secretary, FCC, WT Docket No. 17-79, at 3-4 (filed Aug. 30, 2019) (T-Mobile 2019 Letter).
120

San Francisco Reply at 3.
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47 CFR §§ 1.1306, 1.1307; see also 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.
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Preservation Act. 122 Under our current process, an applicant submits an environmental assessment for
facilities that may affect historic properties, even if the applicant has executed a memorandum of
agreement 123 with affected parties to address those adverse effects. 124
45.
We clarify on our own motion that an environmental assessment is not needed when the
FCC and applicants have entered into a memorandum of agreement to mitigate effects of a proposed
undertaking on historic properties, consistent with 36 CFR § 800.6(b), if the only basis for the preparation
of an environmental assessment was the potential for significant effects on such properties. We expect
this clarification should further streamline the environmental review process.
46.
Section 1.1307(a)(4) of the Commission’s rules requires an environmental assessment if a
proposed communications facility may have a significant effect on a historic property. 125 The
Commission adopted a process to identify potential effects on historic properties by codifying the
Wireless Facilities Nationwide Programmatic Agreement for Review of Effects on Historic Properties for
Certain Undertakings Approved by the Federal Communications Commission (Wireless Facilities
Nationwide Programmatic Agreement) as the means to comply with section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act. 126 If adverse effects on historic properties are identified during this process, the
Wireless Facilities Nationwide Programmatic Agreement requires that the applicant consult with the State
Historic Preservation Officer and/or Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, and other interested parties to
avoid, minimize, or mitigate the adverse effects. 127
47.
When such effects cannot be avoided, under the terms of the Wireless Facilities
Nationwide Programmatic Agreement, the applicant, the State Historic Preservation Officer and/or Tribal
Historic Preservation Officer and other interested parties may proceed to negotiate a memorandum of
agreement that the signatories agree fully mitigates all adverse effects. The agreement is then sent to
Commission staff for review and signature. 128 Under current practice, even after a memorandum of
agreement is executed, an applicant is still required to prepare an environmental assessment and file it
with the Commission. 129 The Commission subsequently places the environmental assessment on public
notice, and the public has 30-days to file comments/oppositions. 130 If the environmental assessment is
determined to be sufficient and no comments or oppositions are filed, the Commission issues a Finding of
No Significant Impact and allows an applicant to proceed with the project. 131
48.
122

In this Declaratory Ruling we clarify that an environmental assessment is unnecessary

47 CFR § 1.1307(a).

123

A memorandum of agreement is a mechanism to address adverse effects on historic properties or Indian religious
sites. See Wireless Facilities NPA at § VII.D.
124
FCC, Tower and Antenna Siting, National Historic Preservation Act, The Nationwide Programmatic Agreements,
https://www.fcc.gov/wireless/bureau-divisions/competition-infrastructure-policy-division/tower-and-antenna-siting.
125

47 CFR §§ 1.1307(a)(4).

126

Wireless Facilities Nationwide Programmatic Agreement, 47 CFR pt. 1, Appx. C. The Wireless Facilities NPA
was executed by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), the National Conference on State Historic
Preservation Officers, and the FCC.
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Wireless Facilities NPA at § VII.D.1.
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Wireless Facilities NPA at § VII.D.4.
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FCC, Tower and Antenna Siting, National Historic Preservation Act, The Nationwide Programmatic Agreements,
https://www.fcc.gov/wireless/bureau-divisions/competition-infrastructure-policy-division/tower-and-antenna-siting.
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FCC, Tower and Antenna Siting, The National Environmental Policy Act, FCC’s NEPA Process,
https://www.fcc.gov/wireless/bureau-divisions/competition-infrastructure-policy-division/tower-and-antenna-siting.
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after an adverse effect on a historic property is mitigated by a memorandum of agreement. 132 Applicants
already are required to consider alternatives to avoid adverse effects prior to executing a memorandum of
agreement. 133 The executed agreement demonstrates that the applicant has notified the public of the
proposed undertaking, has consulted with the State Historic Preservation Officer and/or Tribal Historic
Preservation Officers, and other interested parties to identify potentially affected historic properties, and
that it has worked with such parties to agree on a plan to mitigate adverse effects.134 This mitigation
eliminates any significant adverse effects on a historic property, and each memorandum of agreement
must include as a standard provision that the memorandum of agreement “shall constitute full, complete,
and adequate mitigation under the NHPA . . . and the FCC’s rules.” 135
49.
We note that section 1.1307(a) requires an applicant to submit an environmental
assessment if a facility “may significantly affect the environment,” which includes facilities that may
affect historic properties, endangered species, or critical habitats. 136 As a result of the mitigation required
by a memorandum of agreement, we conclude that any effects on historic properties remaining after the
agreement is executed would be below the threshold of “significance” to trigger an environmental
assessment. 137 After the memorandum of agreement is executed, a proposed facility should no longer
“have adverse effects on identified historic properties” within the meaning of section 1.1307(a)(4) 138 and,
therefore, should no longer be within the “types of facilities that may significantly affect the
environment.” 139 If none of the other criteria for requiring an environmental assessment in
section 1.1307(a) exist, then such facilities automatically fall into the broad category of actions that the
Commission has already found to “have no significant effect on the quality of the human environment and
are categorically excluded from environmental processing.” 140 The Commission’s rules should be read in
light of the scope of our obligation under section 106 and the ACHP’s rules, which explicitly state that

132
See Council on Environmental Quality, Executive Office of the President, and Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation, NEPA and NHPA: A Handbook for Integrating NEPA and Section 106 at 11, 21 (2013)
https://ceq.doe.gov/docs/ceq-publications/NEPA_NHPA_Section_106_Handbook_Mar2013.pdf (2013
NHPA/NEPA Handbook).
133
Standard language in the template of the FCC’s memoranda of agreement provides that the applicant, “consistent
with the FCC’s environmental rules has considered and evaluated a number of alternatives for the project and
concluded that these options are either unavailable . . . or do not meet the technical requirements necessary to satisfy
the coverage needs of the telecommunications system to be supported by the antennas.” FCC, Tower and Antenna
Siting, The Nationwide Programmatic Agreements, https://www.fcc.gov/wireless/bureau-divisions/competitioninfrastructure-policy-division/tower-and-antenna-siting.
134

Wireless Facilities NPA at §§ IV, V, VI, VII.

135
This provision is standard language in the FCC’s memoranda of agreement, and it is included in the template
located on the Commission’s website. See FCC, Tower and Antenna Siting, National Historic Preservation Act, The
Nationwide Programmatic Agreements, https://www.fcc.gov/wireless/bureau-divisions/competition-infrastructurepolicy-division/tower-and-antenna-siting.
136

47 CFR § 1.1307(a).

137

47 CFR § 1.1307(a).

138

47 CFR § 1.1307(a)(4).

139

47 CFR § 1.1307(a) (introductory paragraph).

140

47 CFR § 1.1306(a); 2013 NHPA/NEPA Handbook at 21 (“New facilities and collocations that do not affect
historic properties may be categorically excluded from NEPA.”). We note that nothing in this Declaratory Ruling
changes the scope or application of section 1.1307(c), which allows any person to submit a petition to deny any
undertaking otherwise categorically excluded, and (d), which allows a Bureau to require an applicant to submit an
environmental assessment even if a proposed undertaking would be otherwise categorically excluded. 47 CFR
§ 1.1307(c) and (d).
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such a memorandum of agreement “evidences the agency official’s compliance with section 106.”141 We
remind applicants that an environmental assessment is still required if the proposed project may
significantly affect the environment in ways unrelated to historic properties. 142
IV.

NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING

50.
Section 1.6100(b)(7)(iv) provides that “[a] modification substantially changes the
physical dimensions of an eligible support structure if . . . [i]t entails any excavation or deployment
outside the current site[.]” 143 In other words, a proposed modification that entails any excavation or
deployment outside the current site of a tower or base station is not eligible for section 6409(a)’s
streamlined procedures. Section 1.6100(b)(6) defines “site” for towers outside of the public rights-of-way
as “the current boundaries of the leased or owned property surrounding the tower and any access or utility
easements currently related to the site, and, for other eligible support structures, further restricted to that
area in proximity to the structure and to other transmission equipment already deployed on the ground.” 144
51.
In its Petition for Declaratory Ruling, WIA requests that the Commission clarify that
“current site,” for purposes of section 1.6100(b)(7)(iv), is the currently leased or owned compound
area. 145 Industry commenters argue that current “site” means the property leased or owned by the
applicant at the time it submits an application to make a qualifying modification under section 6409(a). 146
Industry commenters state that their proposed clarification merely affirms the plain meaning of the rule. 147
They assert that such clarification is needed because many local governments interpret section
1.6100(b)(6) as referring to the original site and wrongly claim that a modification is not entitled to
section 6409(a) if it entails any deployment outside of those original boundaries. 148
52.
WIA’s Petition for Rulemaking also requests that the Commission amend its rules to
establish that a modification would not cause a “substantial change” if it entails excavation or facility
deployments at locations of up to 30 feet in any direction outside the boundaries of a macro tower
compound. 149 Industry commenters contend that it is often difficult to collocate transmission equipment
on existing macro towers without expanding the compounds surrounding those towers in order to deploy
additional equipment sheds or cabinets on the ground. 150 They argue that such deployments are becoming
increasingly necessary to house multiple carriers’ facilities on towers built in the past to support the needs
of a single carrier and to facilitate the extensive network densification needed for rapid 5G deployment.151
WIA states that this proposal is consistent with the Wireless Facilities Nationwide Programmatic
Agreement, 152 which excludes from section 106 historic preservation review “the construction of a
141

36 CFR § 800.6(b)-(c).

142

47 CFR § 1.1307(a)(1)-(3), (6)-(8); see also note to section 1.1307(d) (requiring EA filings for certain proposed
facilities that may affect migratory birds).
143

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(iv).

144

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(6).

145

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 9-11.

146

See, e.g., WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 18; CTIA Comments at 11; AT&T Comments at 9; Crown Castle
Comments at 18.

147

AT&T Comments at 19; Crown Castle at 18; CTIA Comments at 11; WIA Comments at 11.

148

See AT&T Comments at 19; American Tower Comments at 19; Crown Castle Comments at 28.

149

WIA Petition for Rulemaking at 3-11.

150

ATC Comments at 5-8; Crown Castle Comments at 31-32; CTIA Comments at 15-16; WIA Comments at 7.

151

WIA Petition for Rulemaking at 7; ATC Comments at 7-8; AT&T Comments at 29; Crown Castle Comments at
31; CTIA Comments at 15-16; WIA Comments at 6-7; WISPA Comments at 8.
152

WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 10.
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replacement for any existing communications tower” that, inter alia, “does not expand the boundaries of
the leased or owned property surrounding the tower by more than 30 feet in any direction or involve
excavation outside these expanded boundaries or outside any existing access or utility easement related to
the site.” 153
53.
Local governments argue that the definition of “site” should not be interpreted to mean
the applicant’s leased or owned property on the date it submits its eligible facilities request.154 They
assert that this interpretation would permit providers to expand the boundaries of a site without review
and approval by a local government by entering into leases that increase the area of a site after the
locality’s initial review. 155 NLC argues that it would lead to “extensive bypassing of local review for
property uses not previously reviewed and approved to support wireless equipment.” 156 Localities also
generally oppose the compound expansion proposal because they argue that excavation of up to 30-feet
beyond a tower’s current site cannot be considered insubstantial.157 Moreover, several cities argue that
the Commission considered and rejected this proposal in the 2014 Infrastructure Order and that
circumstances have not changed that would warrant a policy reversal.158
54.
In light of the different approaches recommended by the industry and localities, we seek
comment on whether we should revise our rules to resolve these issues and, if so, in what manner. For
example, we seek comment on whether we should revise the definition of “site” to make clear that “site”
refers to the current boundary of the leased or owned property surrounding the tower and any access or
utility easements currently related to the site as of the date an applicant submits a modification request.
Alternatively, should we limit “site” to the boundary of the leased or owned property surrounding the
tower and any access or utility easements related to the site as of the date that the facility was last
reviewed and approved by a locality? As another option, we seek comment on whether to adopt the
definition of “current site” as of the date that the facility was last reviewed and approved by a locality, in
conjunction with amending our rules so that modification of an existing facility that entails ground
excavation or deployment of up to 30 feet in any direction outside the facility’s site should be eligible for
streamlined processing under section 6409(a). Although the Commission found that excavation or
deployment outside the boundaries of a site was a substantial change in the 2014 Infrastructure Order, 159
we seek comment on any subsequent developments relevant to whether we should take a different
approach. Commenters also should describe the costs and benefits of these approaches, as well as any
other alternatives that they discuss in comments, and provide quantitative estimates as appropriate.
V.

PROCEDURAL MATTERS

55.
Comment Filing Procedures: Pursuant to sections 1.415 and 1.419 of the Commission’s
rules, 47 CFR §§ 1.415, 1.419, interested parties may file comments and reply comments on or before the
dates indicated on the first page of this document. Comments may be filed using the Commission’s
Electronic Comment Filing System (ECFS). See Electronic Filing of Documents in Rulemaking
Proceedings, 63 FR 24121 (1998).
153

Wireless Facilities NPA at § III.B.

154

NLC Comments at 10-12; NATOA Comments at 11-12.

155

NLC Comments at 10-12; NATOA Comments at 11-12.

156

NLC Comments at 10-12; see also NATOA Comments at 11.

157

San Diego Comments at 53; NLC Comments at 4-5, 10-12; NATOA Comments at 14-15.

158

San Diego Comments at 49-53.

159

2014 Infrastructure Report and Order, 29 FCC Rcd at 12949, para. 199. The Commission declined to adopt this
approach for proposed modifications under section 6409(a) in the 2014 Infrastructure Order because a similar
exclusion is not available in the Nationwide Programmatic Agreement for the Collocation of Wireless Antennas
(Collocation Agreement).
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•

Electronic Filers: Comments may be filed electronically using the Internet by accessing
the ECFS: http://apps.fcc.gov/ecfs/.

•

Paper Filers: Parties who choose to file by paper must file an original and one copy of
each filing.

•

Filings can be sent by commercial overnight courier, or by first-class or overnight U.S.
Postal Service mail. All filings must be addressed to the Commission’s Secretary, Office
of the Secretary, Federal Communications Commission.

•

Commercial overnight mail (other than U.S. Postal Service Express Mail and Priority
Mail) must be sent to 9050 Junction Drive, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701.U.S. Postal
Service first-class, Express, and Priority mail must be addressed to 445 12th Street, SW,
Washington DC 20554.

•

Effective March 19, 2020, and until further notice, the Commission no longer accepts any
hand or messenger delivered filings. This is a temporary measure taken to help protect
the health and safety of individuals, and to mitigate the transmission of COVID-19. See
FCC Announces Closure of FCC Headquarters Open Window and Change in HandDelivery Policy, Public Notice, DA 20-304 (March 19, 2020).
https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-closes-headquarters-open-window-and-changes-handdelivery-policy.

•

During the time the Commission's building is closed to the general public and until
further notice, if more than one docket or rulemaking number appears in the caption of a
proceeding, paper filers need not submit two additional copies for each additional docket
or rulemaking number; an original and one copy are sufficient.

56.
People with Disabilities: To request materials in accessible formats for people with
disabilities (braille, large print, electronic files, audio format), send an e-mail to fcc504@fcc.gov or call
the Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau at 202-418-0530 (voice), 202-418-0432 (tty).
57.
Ex Parte Rules—Permit-But-Disclose. This proceeding shall be treated as a “permit-butdisclose” proceeding in accordance with the Commission’s ex parte rules. 160 Persons making ex parte
presentations must file a copy of any written presentation or a memorandum summarizing any oral
presentation within two business days after the presentation (unless a different deadline applicable to the
Sunshine period applies). Persons making oral ex parte presentations are reminded that memoranda
summarizing the presentation must (1) list all persons attending or otherwise participating in the meeting
at which the ex parte presentation was made, and (2) summarize all data presented and arguments made
during the presentation. If the presentation consisted in whole or in part of the presentation of data or
arguments already reflected in the presenter’s written comments, memoranda or other filings in the
proceeding, the presenter may provide citations to such data or arguments in his or her prior comments,
memoranda, or other filings (specifying the relevant page and/or paragraph numbers where such data or
arguments can be found) in lieu of summarizing them in the memorandum. Documents shown or given
to Commission staff during ex parte meetings are deemed to be written ex parte presentations and must
be filed consistent with Rule 1.1206(b). In proceedings governed by Rule 1.49(f) or for which the
Commission has made available a method of electronic filing, written ex parte presentations and
memoranda summarizing oral ex parte presentations, and all attachments thereto, must be filed through
the electronic comment filing system available for that proceeding, and must be filed in their native
format (e.g., .doc, .xml, .ppt, searchable .pdf). Participants in this proceeding should familiarize
themselves with the Commission’s ex parte rules.

160

47 CFR § 1.1200 et seq.
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58.
Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis. As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of
1980, as amended (RFA), 161 the Commission has prepared an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
(IRFA) of the possible significant economic impact on small entities of the policies and actions addressed
in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. The IRFA is set forth in Appendix B. Written public comments
are requested on the IRFA. These comments must be filed in accordance with the same filing deadlines
for comments on the Notice, and should have a separate and distinct heading designating them as
responses to the IRFA.
59.
Paperwork Reduction Act. This Declaratory Ruling and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
does not contain proposed information collection(s) subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
(PRA), Public Law 104-13. In addition, therefore, it does not contain any new or modified information
collection burden for small business concerns with fewer than 25 employees, pursuant to the Small
Business Paperwork Relief Act of 2002, Public Law 107-198, see 44 U.S.C. 3506(c)(4).
60.
Congressional Review Act. The Commission will submit this Declaratory Ruling and
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to the Administrator of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Office of Management and Budget, for concurrence as to whether this rule is “major” or “non-major”
under the Congressional Review Act, 5 U.S.C. § 804(2). The Commission will send a copy of this
Declaratory Ruling and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to Congress and the Government Accountability
Office pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 801(a)(1)(A).
VI.

ORDERING CLAUSES

61.
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED, pursuant to Sections 1, 4(i)-(j), 7, 201, 253, 301, 303,
309, 319, and 332 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, and section 6409 of the Middle Class
Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §§ 151, 154(i)-(j), 157, 201, 253, 301,
303, 309, 319, 332, 1455 that this Declaratory Ruling in WT Docket No. 19-250 and Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking in RM-11849 IS hereby ADOPTED.
62.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this Declaratory Ruling SHALL BE effective upon
release. It is our intention in adopting the foregoing Declaratory Ruling that, if any provision of the
Declaratory Ruling, or the application thereof to any person or circumstance, is held to be unlawful, the
remaining portions of such Declaratory Ruling not deemed unlawful, and the application of such
Declaratory Ruling to other person or circumstances, shall remain in effect to the fullest extent permitted
by law.
63.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to 47 CFR § 1.4(b)(1), the period for filing
petitions for reconsideration or petitions for judicial review of this Declaratory Ruling will commence on
the date that this Declaratory Ruling is released.
64.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Commission’s Consumer & Governmental Affairs
Bureau, Reference Information Center, SHALL SEND a copy of this Declaratory Ruling and Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking, including the Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, to the Chief Counsel for
Advocacy of the Small Business Administration.
65.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this Declaratory Ruling and Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking SHALL BE sent to Congress and the Government Accountability Office pursuant to the
Congressional Review Act, see 5 U.S.C. § 801(a)(1)(A).
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

161

See 5 U.S.C. § 603.
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Secretary
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APPENDIX A
Comments and Reply Comments
Comments
ACT—The App Association
Alamo Improvement Association
Ameren Service Company; American Electric Power Service Corporation; Duke Energy Corporation;
Entergy Corporation; Oncor Electric Delivery Company LLC; Southern Company; Tampa
Electric Company
American Tower Corporation
AT&T
Chevy Chase Village
City of Brea, California
City of Chino Hills
City of Coconut Creek
City of College Park
City of Costa Mesa
City of Frederick
City of Fort Bragg, California
City of Gaithersburg
City of Huntington Beach
City of Newport News, Virginia
City of New York
City of Ojai
City of San Diego, Cal.; City of Beaverton, Or.; City of Boulder, Colo.; Town of Breckenridge, Colo.;
City of Carlsbad, Cal.; City Of Cerritos, Cal.; Colorado Communications And Utility Alliance;
City Of Coronado, Cal.; Town Of Danville, Cal.; City of Encinitas, Cal.; City of Glendora, Cal.;
King County, Wash.; City of Lacey, Wash.; City of La Mesa, Cal.; City of Lawndale, Cal.;
League of Oregon Cities; League of California Cities; City of Napa, Cal.; City of Olympia,
Wash.; City of Oxnard, Cal.; City of Pleasanton, Cal.; City of Rancho Palos Verdes, Cal.; City of
Richmond, Cal.; Town of San Anselmo, Cal.; City of San Marcos, Cal.; City of San Ramon, Cal.;
City of Santa Cruz, Cal.; City of Santa Monica, Cal.; City of Solana Beach, Cal.; City of South
Lake Tahoe, Cal.; City of Tacoma, Wash.; City of Thousand Oaks, Cal.; Thurston County,
Wash.; City of Tumwater, Wash. (San Diego)
City of Seattle
Communications Workers of America
Competitive Carriers Association
Consumer Technology Association
Crown Castle International Corp.
CTIA
East Bay Neighborhoods for Responsible Technology
ExteNet Systems, Inc.
Free State Foundation
Gwen Kennedy (on behalf of Loudon County, Virginia)
Margaret Phillips
Maryland Municipal League
Comments of The National Association of Telecommunications Officers and Advisors; The United States
Conference of Mayors; and The National Association of Counties (NATOA)
National League of Cities; Clark County, Nevada; Cobb County, Georgia; Howard County, Maryland;
Montgomery County, Maryland; The City of Ann Arbor, Michigan; The City of Arlington,
Texas; The City of Bellevue, Washington; The City of Boston, Massachusetts; The City of
Burlingame, California; The Town of Fairfax, California; The City of Gaithersburg, Maryland;
The City of Greenbelt, Maryland; The Town of Hillsborough, California; The City of Kirkland,
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Washington; The City of Lincoln, Nebraska; The City of Los Angeles, California; The City of
Monterey, California; The City of Myrtle Beach, South Carolina; The City of New York, New
York; The City of Omaha, Nebraska; The City of Portland, Oregon; The City of San Bruno,
California; The Michigan Coalition to Protect Public Rights-Of-Way; The Texas Municipal
League; and The Texas Coalition of Cities for Utility Issues (NLC)
Nokia
States of California and Nevada Chapter of the National Association of Telecommunications Officers and
Advisors (SCAN NATOA, Inc.)
T-Mobile USA, Inc.
Town of Chesapeake Beach
Town of Kensington, Maryland
Verizon
WIA–The Wireless Infrastructure Association
Wireless Internet Service Providers Association
Reply Comments
American Tower Corporation
AT&T
City and County of San Francisco
City of San Diego, CA; City of Beaverton, Or.; City of Boulder, Colo.; Town of Breckenridge, Colo.;
City of Carlsbad, Cal.; City of Cerritos, Cal.; Colorado Communications And Utility Alliance;
City of Coronado, Cal.; Town of Danville, Cal.; City of Encinitas, Cal.; City of Glendora, Cal.;
King County, Wash.; City of Lacey, Wash.; City of La Mesa, Cal.; City of Lawndale, Cal.;
League of Oregon Cities; League of California Cities; City of Napa, Cal.; City of Olympia,
Wash.; City of Oxnard, Cal.; City of Pleasanton, Cal.; City of Rancho Palos Verdes, Cal.; City of
Richmond, Cal.; Town of San Anselmo, Cal.; City of San Marcos, Cal.; City of San Ramon, Cal.;
City of Santa Cruz, Cal.; City of Santa Monica, Cal.; City of Solana Beach Cal.; City of South
Lake Tahoe, Cal.; City of Tacoma, Wash.; City of Thousand Oaks, Cal.; Thurston County,
Wash.; City of Tumwater, Wash. (San Diego)
Competitive Carriers Association
Consumer Technology Association
Crown Castle International Corp.
CTIA
ExteNet Systems, Inc.
National Association of Telecommunications Officers and Advisors; United States Conference of
Mayors; National Association of Counties (NATOA et. al.)
National League of Cities; Clark County, NV; Cobb County, GA; Howard County, MD; Montgomery
County, MD; City of Ann Arbor, MI; City of Arlington, TX; City of Baltimore, MD; City of
Bellevue, WA; City of Boston, MA; City of Burien, WA; City of Burlingame, CA; City of Culver
City, CA; Town of Fairfax, CA; City of Gaithersburg, MD; City of Greenbelt, MD; Town of
Hillsborough, CA; City of Kirkland, WA; City of Lincoln, NE; City of Los Angeles, CA; City of
Monterey, CA; City of Myrtle Beach, SC; City of New York, NY; City of Omaha, NE; City of
Ontario, CA; City of Piedmont, CA; City of Portland, OR; City of San Bruno, CA; Michigan
Coalition To Protect Public Rights-of-Way; Texas Municipal League; The Texas Coalition of
Cities For Utility Issues (NLC et. al.)
Nina Beety
R Street Institute
The City of Frederick
T-Mobile USA, Inc.
Wireless Infrastructure Association (WIA)
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APPENDIX B
Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
1.
As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, as amended (RFA), 162 the
Commission has prepared an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) of the possible significant
economic impact on a substantial number of small entities of the policies and rules proposed in this
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Notice). Written public comments are requested on this IRFA.
Comments must be identified as responses to the IRFA and must be filed by the deadlines for comments
provided on the first page of the Notice. The Commission will send a copy of the Notice, including this
IRFA, to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration (SBA). 163 In addition,
the Notice and IRFA (or summaries thereof) will be published in the Federal Register. 164
A.

Need for, and Objectives of, the Proposed Rules

2.
The Notice would seek comment on whether changes to our rules regarding excavation
outside the boundaries of an existing tower site, including the definition of the boundaries of a tower
“site,” would facilitate the purpose of section 6409(a). It seeks comment on ways to address different
positions by industry and localities relating to the application of section 6409(a) to the excavation and
deployment within and outside of a site and whether changes should be made to the rule and related
definition of “site.” The Notice seeks comment on different interpretations of the definition of the term
“site” in section 1.6100(b)(6), including the temporal point in time used to determine a site’s boundaries.
It also seeks comment on potential rule changes regarding modification of a facility that entails ground
excavation or deployment outside a facility’s current site.
3.
Section 1.6100(b)(7)(iv) of the Commission’s rules provides that a modification
substantially changes the physical dimensions of an eligible support structure if … [i]t entails any
excavation or deployment outside the current site[.]” 165 Accordingly, a proposed modification that entails
any excavation outside the current site of a tower or base station is not eligible for streamlined approval
by State or local governments under section 6409(a). Section 1.6100(b)(6) defines “site” for towers
outside of the public rights-of-way as “the current boundaries of the leased or owned property
surrounding the tower and any access or utility easements currently related to the site, and, for other
eligible support structures, further restricted to that area in proximity to the structure and to other
transmission equipment already deployed on the ground.” 166
4.
Industry commenters argue that current “site” means the property leased or owned by the
applicant at the time it submits an application to make a qualifying modification under section 6409(a). 167
Industry commenters state that their proposed clarification merely affirms the plain meaning of the rule.168
They state that such clarification is needed, because many local governments interpret section
1.6100(b)(6) as referring to the original site and wrongly claim that a modification is not entitled to
section 6409(a) if it entails any deployment outside of those original boundaries. 169 Local governments
162

See 5 U.S.C. § 603. The RFA, 5 U.S.C. §§ 601 – 612, has been amended by the Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 (“SBREFA”), Pub. L. No. 104-121, Title II, 110 Stat. 857 (1996).

163

See 5 U.S.C. § 603(a).

164

See id.

165

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(iv).

166

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(6).

167

See e.g., WIA Petition for Decl. Ruling at 18; CTIA Comments at 11; AT&T Comments at 9; Crown Castle
Comments at 18.

168

AT&T Comments at 19; Crown Castle at 18; CTIA Comments at 11; WIA Comments at 11.

169

See AT&T Comments at 19; American Tower Comments at 19; Crown Castle Comments at 28.
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oppose WIA’s interpretation, saying it would permit providers to expand the boundaries of a site without
review and approval by a local government by entering into leases that increase the area of a site after the
locality’s initial review. 170
5.
Section 1.6100(b)(7)(iv) provides that a modification substantially changes the physical
dimensions of an eligible support structure if … [i]t entails any excavation or deployment outside the
current site[.]” 171 However “site” is defined, a proposed modification is not eligible for streamlined
processing under section 6409(a) if it is on a tower outside a right-of-way and involves excavation outside
the site. 172 WIA and other industry commenters urge the Commission to amend this rule so that
“excavation or facility deployments at locations up to 30 feet in any direction outside the current
boundaries of a macro tower compound” would not constitute a substantial change in the physical
dimensions. 173
6.
Industry commenters contend that it is often difficult to collocate transmission equipment
on existing macro towers without expanding the compounds surrounding those towers in order to deploy
additional equipment sheds or cabinets on the ground. 174 They argue that such deployments are becoming
increasingly necessary to house multiple carriers’ facilities on towers built in the past to support the needs
of a single carrier and to facilitate the extensive network densification needed for rapid 5G deployment.175
In contrast, local governments generally oppose the compound expansion proposal arguing that
excavation of up to a 30-feet beyond a tower’s current site cannot be considered insubstantial. 176
Moreover, several cities argue that the Commission considered and rejected this proposal in the 2014
Infrastructure Order and that circumstances have not changed that would warrant a policy reversal.177
The Notice seeks comment on whether there have been developments since the 2014 Infrastructure Order
relevant to these compound expansions.
B.

Legal Basis

7.
The proposed action is authorized pursuant to sections 1, 4(i)-(j), 7, 201, 253, 301, 303,
309, 319, and 332 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, and section 6409 of the Middle Class
Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §§ 151, 154(i)-(j), 157, 201, 253, 301,
303, 309, 319, 332, 1455.
C.

Description and Estimate of the Number of Small Entities to Which the Proposed
Rules Will Apply

8.
The RFA directs agencies to provide a description of, and where feasible, an estimate of
the number of small entities that may be affected by the proposed rules and policies, if adopted. 178 The
RFA generally defines the term “small entity” as having the same meaning as the terms “small business,”

170

NLC Comments at 10-12; NATOA Comments at 11-12.

171

47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(7)(iv).

172

See 47 CFR § 1.6100(b)(6)

173

WIA Petition for Rulemaking at 9-11.

174

American Tower Comments at 5-8; Crown Castle Comments at 31-32; CTIA Comments at 15-16; WIA
Comments at 7.
175
WIA Petition for Rulemaking at 7; American Tower Comments at 7-8; AT&T Comments at 29; Crown Castle
Comments at 31; CTIA Comments at 15-16; WIA Comments at 6-7; WISPA Comments at 8.
176

San Diego Comments at 53-53; NLC Comments at 4-5, 12-14; NATOA Comments at 14-15.

177

See e.g., San Diego Comments at 49-53.

178

5 U.S.C. § 603(b)(3).
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“small organization,” and “small governmental jurisdiction.” 179 In addition, the term “small business” has
the same meaning as the term “small business concern” under the Small Business Act. 180 A “small
business concern” is one which: (1) is independently owned and operated; (2) is not dominant in its field
of operation; and (3) satisfies any additional criteria established by the SBA. 181
9.
Small Businesses, Small Organizations, Small Governmental Jurisdictions. Our actions,
over time, may affect small entities that are not easily categorized at present. We therefore describe here,
at the outset, three broad groups of small entities that could be directly affected herein. 182 First, while
there are industry specific size standards for small businesses that are used in the regulatory flexibility
analysis, according to data from the Small Business Administration’s (SBA) Office of Advocacy, in
general a small business is an independent business having fewer than 500 employees. 183 These types of
small businesses represent 99.9% of all businesses in the United States, which translates to 30.7 million
businesses. 184
10.
Next, the type of small entity described as a “small organization” is generally “any notfor-profit enterprise which is independently owned and operated and is not dominant in its field.” 185 The
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) uses a revenue benchmark of $50,000 or less to delineate its annual
electronic filing requirements for small exempt organizations.186 Nationwide, for tax year 2018, there
were approximately 571,709 small exempt organizations in the U.S. reporting revenues of $50,000 or less
according to the registration and tax data for exempt organizations available from the IRS. 187
11.
Finally, the small entity described as a “small governmental jurisdiction” is defined
generally as “governments of cities, counties, towns, townships, villages, school districts, or special

179

5 U.S.C. § 601(6).

180

5 U.S.C. § 601(3) (incorporating by reference the definition of “small-business concern” in the Small Business
Act, 15 U.S.C. § 632). Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 601(3), the statutory definition of a small business applies “unless an
agency, after consultation with the Office of Advocacy of the Small Business Administration and after opportunity
for public comment, establishes one or more definitions of such term which are appropriate to the activities of the
agency and publishes such definition(s) in the Federal Register.”
181

15 U.S.C. § 632.

182

See 5 U.S.C. § 601(3)-(6).

183

See SBA, Office of Advocacy, “What’s New With Small Business?”, https://cdn.advocacy.sba.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/23172859/Whats-New-With-Small-Business-2019.pdf (Sept 2019).
184

Id.

185

5 U.S.C. § 601(4).

186
The IRS benchmark is similar to the population of less than 50,000 benchmark in 5 U.S.C § 601(5) that is used to
define a small governmental jurisdiction. Therefore, the IRS benchmark has been used to estimate the number small
organizations in this small entity description. See Annual Electronic Filing Requirement for Small Exempt
Organizations — Form 990-N (e-Postcard), "Who must file,"
https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/annual-electronic-filing-requirement-for-small-exempt-organizationsform-990-n-e-postcard. We note that the IRS data does not provide information on whether a small exempt
organization is independently owned and operated or dominant in its field.
187

See Exempt Organizations Business Master File Extract (EO BMF), "CSV Files by Region,"
https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/exempt-organizations-business-master-file-extract-eo-bmf. The IRS
Exempt Organization Business Master File (EO BMF) Extract provides information on all registered taxexempt/non-profit organizations. The data utilized for purposes of this description was extracted from the IRS EO
BMF data for Region 1-Northeast Area (76,886), Region 2-Mid-Atlantic and Great Lakes Areas (221,121), and
Region 3-Gulf Coast and Pacific Coast Areas (273,702) which includes the continental U.S., Alaska, and Hawaii.
This data does not include information for Puerto Rico.
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districts, with a population of less than fifty thousand.” 188 U.S. Census Bureau data from the 2017 Census
of Governments 189 indicate that there were 90,075 local governmental jurisdictions consisting of general
purpose governments and special purpose governments in the United States. 190 Of this number there were
36,931 general purpose governments (county 191, municipal and town or township 192) with populations of
less than 50,000 and 12,040 special purpose governments - independent school districts 193 with
enrollment populations of less than 50,000. 194 Accordingly, based on the 2017 U.S. Census of
Governments data, we estimate that at least 48,971 entities fall into the category of “small governmental
jurisdictions.” 195
12.
Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite). This industry comprises
establishments engaged in operating and maintaining switching and transmission facilities to provide
communications via the airwaves. Establishments in this industry have spectrum licenses and provide
services using that spectrum, such as cellular services, paging services, wireless internet access, and
wireless video services. 196 The appropriate size standard under SBA rules is that such a business is small
if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 197 For this industry, U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show that there
188

5 U.S.C. § 601(5).

189
See 13 U.S.C. § 161. The Census of Governments survey is conducted every five (5) years compiling data for
years ending with “2” and “7”. See also Census of Governments, https://www.census.gov/programssurveys/cog/about.html.
190
See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 Census of Governments – Organization Table 2. Local Governments by Type and
State: 2017 [CG1700ORG02]. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2017/econ/gus/2017-governments.html. Local
governmental jurisdictions are made up of general purpose governments (county, municipal and town or township)
and special purpose governments (special districts and independent school districts). See also Table 2.
CG1700ORG02 Table Notes_Local Governments by Type and State_2017.
191
See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 Census of Governments - Organization, Table 5. County Governments by
Population-Size Group and State: 2017 [CG1700ORG05]. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2017/econ/gus/2017governments.html. There were 2,105 county governments with populations less than 50,000. This category does not
include subcounty (municipal and township) governments.
192
See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 Census of Governments - Organization, Table 6. Subcounty General-Purpose
Governments by Population-Size Group and State: 2017 [CG1700ORG06].
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2017/econ/gus/2017-governments.html. There were 18,729 municipal and
16,097 town and township governments with populations less than 50,000.
193
See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 Census of Governments - Organization, Table 10. Elementary and Secondary
School Systems by Enrollment-Size Group and State: 2017 [CG1700ORG10].
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2017/econ/gus/2017-governments.html. There were 12,040 independent school
districts with enrollment populations less than 50,000. See also Table 4. Special-Purpose Local Governments by
State Census Years 1942 to 2017 [CG1700ORG04], CG1700ORG04 Table Notes_Special Purpose Local
Governments by State_Census Years 1942 to 2017.
194

While the special purpose governments category also includes local special district governments, the 2017
Census of Governments data does not provide data aggregated based on population size for the special purpose
governments category. Therefore, only data from independent school districts is included in the special purpose
governments category.
195

This total is derived from the sum of the number of general purpose governments (county, municipal and town or
township) with populations of less than 50,000 (36,931) and the number of special purpose governments independent school districts with enrollment populations of less than 50,000 (12,040), from the 2017 Census of
Governments - Organizations Tables 5, 6, and 10.
196

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “517312 Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except
Satellite)”, https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?code=517312&search=2017%20NAICS%20Search.

197

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517312 (previously 517210).
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were 967 firms that operated for the entire year. 198 Of this total, 955 firms employed fewer than 1,000
employees and 12 firms employed of 1000 employees or more. 199 Thus under this category and the
associated size standard, the Commission estimates that the majority of Wireless Telecommunications
Carriers (except Satellite) are small entities.
13.
The Commission’s own data—available in its Universal Licensing System—indicate that,
as of August 31, 2018 there are 265 Cellular licensees that will be affected by our actions. 200 The
Commission does not know how many of these licensees are small, as the Commission does not collect
that information for these types of entities. Similarly, according to internally developed Commission data,
413 carriers reported that they were engaged in the provision of wireless telephony, including cellular
service, Personal Communications Service (PCS), and Specialized Mobile Radio (SMR) Telephony
services. 201 Of this total, an estimated 261 have 1,500 or fewer employees, and 152 have more than 1,500
employees. 202 Thus, using available data, we estimate that the majority of wireless firms can be
considered small.
14.
All Other Telecommunications. The “All Other Telecommunications” category is
comprised of establishments primarily engaged in providing specialized telecommunications services,
such as satellite tracking, communications telemetry, and radar station operation. 203 This industry also
includes establishments primarily engaged in providing satellite terminal stations and associated facilities
connected with one or more terrestrial systems and capable of transmitting telecommunications to, and
receiving telecommunications from, satellite systems.204 Establishments providing Internet services or
voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) services via client-supplied telecommunications connections are also
included in this industry. 205 The SBA has developed a small business size standard for “All Other
Telecommunications”, which consists of all such firms with annual receipts of $35 million or less. 206 For
this category, U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show that there were 1,442 firms that operated for the
entire year. 207 Of those firms, a total of 1,400 had annual receipts less than $25 million and 15 firms had
198

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ5, Information:
Subject Series: Estab and Firm Size: Employment Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517210,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ5&n=517210&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ5&hidePrev
iew=false&vintage=2012.
199

Id. Available U.S. Census Bureau data does not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that have
employment of 1,500 or fewer employees. The largest category provided is for firms with “1000 employees or
more.”
200

See http://wireless.fcc.gov/uls. For the purposes of this IRFA, consistent with Commission practice for wireless
services, the Commission estimates the number of licensees based on the number of unique FCC Registration
Numbers.
201

See Federal Communications Commission, Wireline Competition Bureau, Industry Analysis and Technology
Division, Trends in Telephone Service at Table 5.3 (Sept. 2010) (Trends in Telephone Service),
https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-301823A1.pdf.
202

See id.

203

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “517919 All Other Telecommunications”,
https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?input=517919&search=2017+NAICS+Search&search=2017.

204

Id.

205

Id.

206

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517919.

207

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ4, Information:
Subject Series - Estab and Firm Size: Receipts Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517919,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ4&n=517919&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ4&hidePrev
iew=false.
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annual receipts of $25 million to $49, 999,999. 208 Thus, the Commission estimates that the majority of
“All Other Telecommunications” firms potentially affected by our action can be considered small.
15.
Fixed Microwave Services. Microwave services include common carrier, 209 privateoperational fixed, 210 and broadcast auxiliary radio services. 211 They also include the Upper Microwave
Flexible Use Service 212, Millimeter Wave Service 213, Local Multipoint Distribution Service (LMDS), 214
the Digital Electronic Message Service (DEMS), 215 and the 24 GHz Service, 216 where licensees can
choose between common carrier and non-common carrier status. 217 There are approximately 66,680
common carrier fixed licensees, 69,360 private and public safety operational-fixed licensees, 20,150
broadcast auxiliary radio licensees, 411 LMDS licenses, 33 24 GHz DEMS licenses, 777 39 GHz
licenses, and five 24 GHz licenses, and 467 Millimeter Wave licenses in the microwave services.218 The
Commission has not yet defined a small business with respect to microwave services. The closest
applicable SBA category is Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite) 219 and the
appropriate size standard for this category under SBA rules is that such a business is small if it has 1,500
or fewer employees. 220 For this industry, U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show that there were 967
firms that operated for the entire year. 221 Of this total, 955 firms had employment of 999 or fewer
employees and 12 had employment of 1000 employees or more. 222 Thus under this SBA category and the
associated size standard, the Commission estimates that a majority of fixed microwave service licensees
can be considered small.
16.
The Commission does not have data specifying the number of these licensees that have
more than 1,500 employees, and thus is unable at this time to estimate with greater precision the number
of fixed microwave service licensees that would qualify as small business concerns under the SBA’s
208

Id.

209

See 47 CFR Part 101, Subparts C and I.

210

See 47 CFR Part 101, Subparts C and H.

211
Auxiliary Microwave Service is governed by Part 74 of Title 47 of the Commission’s Rules. See 47 CFR Part
74. Available to licensees of broadcast stations and to broadcast and cable network entities, broadcast auxiliary
microwave stations are used for relaying broadcast television signals from the studio to the transmitter, or between
two points such as a main studio and an auxiliary studio. The service also includes mobile TV pickups, which relay
signals from a remote location back to the studio.
212

See 47 CFR Part 30.

213

See 47 CFR Part 101, Subpart Q.

214

See 47 CFR Part 101, Subpart L.

215

See 47 CFR Part 101, Subpart G.

216

See id.

217

See 47 CFR §§ 101.533, 101.1017.

218

These statistics are based on a review of the Universal Licensing System on September 22, 2015.

219

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “517312 Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except
Satellite)”, https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?code=517312&search=2017%20NAICS%20Search.
220

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517312 (previously 517210).

221

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ5, Information:
Subject Series, Estab and Firm Size: Employment Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517210,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ5&n=517210&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ5&hidePrev
iew=false&vintage=2012.
222
Id. Available census data do not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that have employment of
1,500 or fewer employees. The largest category provided is for firms with “1000 employees or more.”
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small business size standard. Consequently, the Commission estimates that there are up to 36,708
common carrier fixed licensees and up to 59,291 private operational-fixed licensees and broadcast
auxiliary radio licensees in the microwave services that may be small and may be affected by the rules
and policies discussed herein. We note, however, that the microwave fixed licensee category includes
some large entities.
17.
FM Translator Stations and Low Power FM Stations. FM translators and Low Power FM
Stations are classified in the category of Radio Stations and are assigned the same NAICs Code as
licensees of radio stations. 223 This U.S. industry, Radio Stations, comprises establishments primarily
engaged in broadcasting aural programs by radio to the public. 224 Programming may originate in their
own studio, from an affiliated network, or from external sources. 225 The SBA has established a small
business size standard which consists of all radio stations whose annual receipts are $41.5 million dollars
or less. 226 U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 indicate that 2,849 radio station firms operated during that
year. 227 Of that number, 2,806 operated with annual receipts of less than $25 million per year, 17 with
annual receipts between $25 million and $49,999,999 million and 26 with annual receipts of $50 million
or more. 228 Therefore, based on the SBA’s size standard we conclude that the majority of FM Translator
Stations and Low Power FM Stations are small.
18.
Location and Monitoring Service (LMS). LMS systems use non-voice radio techniques
to determine the location and status of mobile radio units. For purposes of auctioning LMS licenses, the
Commission has defined a “small business” as an entity that, together with controlling interests and
affiliates, has average annual gross revenues for the preceding three years not to exceed $15 million. 229 A
“very small business” is defined as an entity that, together with controlling interests and affiliates, has
average annual gross revenues for the preceding three years not to exceed $3 million. 230 These definitions
have been approved by the SBA. 231 An auction for LMS licenses commenced on February 23, 1999 and
closed on March 5, 1999. Of the 528 licenses auctioned, 289 licenses were sold to four small businesses.
19.
Multichannel Video Distribution and Data Service (MVDDS). MVDDS is a terrestrial
fixed microwave service operating in the 12.2-12.7 GHz band. The Commission adopted criteria for
defining three groups of small businesses for purposes of determining their eligibility for special
provisions such as bidding credits. It defined a very small business as an entity with average annual gross
revenues not exceeding $3 million for the preceding three years; a small business as an entity with
average annual gross revenues not exceeding $15 million for the preceding three years; and an
223

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “515112 Radio Stations”, https://www.census.gov/cgibin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?input=515112&search=2017+NAICS+Search&search=2017.
224

Id.

225

Id.

226

See 13 C.F.R. 121.201, NAICS Code 515112.

227

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ4, Information:
Subject Series – Estab and Firm Size: Receipts Size of Firms for the U.S.:2012, NAICS Code 515112,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ4&n=515112&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ4&hidePrev
iew=false.
228

Id.

229

Amendment of Part 90 of the Commission’s Rules to Adopt Regulations for Automatic Vehicle Monitoring
Systems, PR Docket No. 93-61, Second Report and Order, 13 FCC Rcd 15182, 15192 para. 20 (1998); see also 47
CFR § 90.1103.
230

Id.

231
See Letter from Aida Alvarez, Administrator, Small Business Administration to Thomas J. Sugrue, Chief,
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, FCC (Feb. 22, 1999).
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entrepreneur as an entity with average annual gross revenues not exceeding $40 million for the preceding
three years. 232 These definitions were approved by the SBA. 233 On January 27, 2004, the Commission
completed an auction of 214 MVDDS licenses (Auction No. 53). In this auction, ten winning bidders
won a total of 192 MVDDS licenses. 234 Eight of the ten winning bidders claimed small business status
and won 144 of the licenses. The Commission also held an auction of MVDDS licenses on December 7,
2005 (Auction 63). Of the three winning bidders who won 22 licenses, two winning bidders, winning 21
of the licenses, claimed small business status. 235
20.
Multiple Address Systems. Entities using Multiple Address Systems (MAS) spectrum, in
general, fall into two categories: (1) those using the spectrum for profit-based uses, and (2) those using
the spectrum for private internal uses. With respect to the first category, Profit-based Spectrum use, the
size standards established by the Commission define “small entity” for MAS licensees as an entity that
has average annual gross revenues of less than $15 million over the three previous calendar years. 236 A
“Very small business” is defined as an entity that, together with its affiliates, has average annual gross
revenues of not more than $3 million over the preceding three calendar years. 237 The SBA has approved
these definitions. 238 The majority of MAS operators are licensed in bands where the Commission has
implemented a geographic area licensing approach that requires the use of competitive bidding
procedures to resolve mutually exclusive applications.
21.
The Commission’s licensing database indicates that, as of April 16, 2010, there were a
total of 11,653 site-based MAS station authorizations. Of these, 58 authorizations were associated with
common carrier service. In addition, the Commission’s licensing database indicates that, as of April 16,
2010, there were a total of 3,330 Economic Area market area MAS authorizations. The Commission’s
licensing database also indicates that, as of April 16, 2010, of the 11,653 total MAS station
authorizations, 10,773 authorizations were for private radio service. In 2001, an auction for 5,104 MAS
licenses in 176 EAs was conducted. 239 Seven winning bidders claimed status as small or very small
businesses and won 611 licenses. In 2005, the Commission completed an auction (Auction 59) of 4,226
MAS licenses in the Fixed Microwave Services from the 928/959 and 932/941 MHz bands. Twenty-six
winning bidders won a total of 2,323 licenses. Of the 26 winning bidders in this auction, five claimed
small business status and won 1,891 licenses.
22.

With respect to the second category, Internal Private Spectrum use consists of entities

232

Amendment of Parts 2 and 25 of the Commission’s Rules to Permit Operation of NGSO FSS Systems CoFrequency with GSO and Terrestrial Systems in the Ku-Band Frequency Range; Amendment of the Commission’s
Rules to Authorize Subsidiary Terrestrial Use of the 12.2–12.7 GHz Band by Direct Broadcast Satellite Licensees
and their Affiliates; and Applications of Broadwave USA, PDC Broadband Corporation, and Satellite Receivers,
Ltd. to Provide A Fixed Service in the 12.2–12.7 GHz Band, Memorandum Opinion and Order and Second Report
and Order, 17 FCC Rcd 9614, 9711, para. 252 (2002).
233

See Letter from Hector V. Barreto, Administrator, U.S. Small Business Administration, to Margaret W. Wiener,
Chief, Auctions and Industry Analysis Division, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, FCC (Feb. 13, 2002).

234

See “Multichannel Video Distribution and Data Service Spectrum Auction Closes; Winning Bidders Announced,”
Public Notice, 19 FCC Rcd 1834 (2004).
235

See “Auction of Multichannel Video Distribution and Data Service Licenses Closes; Winning Bidders Announced
for Auction No. 63,” Public Notice, 20 FCC Rcd 19807 (2005).

236
See Amendment of the Commission’s Rules Regarding Multiple Address Systems, Report and Order, 15 FCC
Rcd 11956, 12008, para. 123 (2000).
237

Id.

238

See Letter from Aida Alvarez, Administrator, Small Business Administration, to Thomas Sugrue, Chief, Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau, FCC (June 4, 1999).
239

See “Multiple Address Systems Spectrum Auction Closes,” Public Notice, 16 FCC Rcd 21011 (2001).
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that use, or seek to use, MAS spectrum to accommodate their own internal communications needs, MAS
serves an essential role in a range of industrial, safety, business, and land transportation activities. MAS
radios are used by companies of all sizes, operating in virtually all U.S. business categories, and by all
types of public safety entities. For the majority of private internal users, the definition developed by the
SBA would be more appropriate than the Commission’s definition. The closest applicable definition of a
small entity is the “Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite)” definition under the SBA
size standards. 240 The appropriate size standard under SBA rules is that such a business is small if it has
1,500 or fewer employees. 241 For this category, U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show that there were
967 firms that operated for the entire year. 242 Of this total, 955 firms had employment of 999 or fewer
employees and 12 had employment of 1000 employees or more. 243 Thus under this category and the
associated small business size standard, the Commission estimates that the majority of firms that may be
affected by our action can be considered small.
23.
Non-Licensee Owners of Towers and Other Infrastructure. Although at one time most
communications towers were owned by the licensee using the tower to provide communications service,
many towers are now owned by third-party businesses that do not provide communications services
themselves but lease space on their towers to other companies that provide communications services. The
Commission’s rules require that any entity, including a non-licensee, proposing to construct a tower over
200 feet in height or within the glide slope of an airport must register the tower with the Commission’s
Antenna Structure Registration (“ASR”) system and comply with applicable rules regarding review for
impact on the environment and historic properties.
24.
As of March 1, 2017, the ASR database includes approximately 122,157 registration
records reflecting a “Constructed” status and 13,987 registration records reflecting a “Granted, Not
Constructed” status. These figures include both towers registered to licensees and towers registered to
non-licensee tower owners. The Commission does not keep information from which we can easily
determine how many of these towers are registered to non-licensees or how many non-licensees have
registered towers. 244 Regarding towers that do not require ASR registration, we do not collect
information as to the number of such towers in use and therefore cannot estimate the number of tower
owners that would be subject to the rules on which we seek comment. Moreover, the SBA has not
developed a size standard for small businesses in the category “Tower Owners.” Therefore, we are
unable to determine the number of non-licensee tower owners that are small entities. We believe,
however, that when all entities owning 10 or fewer towers and leasing space for collocation are included,
non-licensee tower owners number in the thousands. In addition, there may be other non-licensee owners
of other wireless infrastructure, including Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS) and small cells that might
be affected by the measures on which we seek comment. We do not have any basis for estimating the
number of such non-licensee owners that are small entities.
25.

The closest applicable SBA category is All Other Telecommunications 245, and the

240

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517312 (formerly 517210).

241

Id.

242

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ5, Information:
Subject Series: Estab and Firm Size: Employment Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517210,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ5&n=517210&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ5&hidePrev
iew=false&vintage=2012.
243
Available census data do not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that have employment of
1,500 or fewer employees. The largest category provided is for firms with “1000 employees or more.”
244

We note, however, that approximately 13,000 towers are registered to 10 cellular carriers with 1,000 or more
employees.
245

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “517919 All Other Telecommunications”,
https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?input=517919&search=2017+NAICS+Search&search=2017.
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appropriate size standard consists of all such firms with gross annual receipts of $38 million or less. 246
For this category, U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show that there were 1,442 firms that operated for
the entire year. 247 Of these firms, a total of 1,400 had gross annual receipts of less than $25 million and
15 firms had annual receipts of $25 million to $49, 999,999. 248 Thus, under this SBA size standard a
majority of the firms potentially affected by our action can be considered small.
26.
Personal Radio Services. Personal radio services provide short-range, low-power radio
for personal communications, radio signaling, and business communications not provided for in other
services. Personal radio services include services operating in spectrum licensed under Part 95 of our
rules. 249 These services include Citizen Band Radio Service, General Mobile Radio Service, Radio
Control Radio Service, Family Radio Service, Wireless Medical Telemetry Service, Medical Implant
Communications Service, Low Power Radio Service, and Multi-Use Radio Service. 250 There are a
variety of methods used to license the spectrum in these rule parts, from licensing by rule, to conditioning
operation on successful completion of a required test, to site-based licensing, to geographic area licensing.
All such entities in this category are wireless, therefore we apply the definition of Wireless
Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite) 251, pursuant to which the SBA’s small entity size standard
is defined as those entities employing 1,500 or fewer persons. 252 For this industry, U.S. Census Bureau
data for 2012 show that there were 967 firms that operated for the entire year. 253 Of this total, 955 firms
had employment of 999 or fewer employees and 12 had employment of 1000 employees or more. 254
Thus under this category and the associated size standard, the Commission estimates that the majority of
firms can be considered small. We note however, that many of the licensees in this category are
individuals and not small entities. In addition, due to the mostly unlicensed and shared nature of the
spectrum utilized in many of these services, the Commission lacks direct information upon which to base
an estimation of the number of small entities that may be affected by our actions in this proceeding.
27.
Private Land Mobile Radio Licensees. Private land mobile radio (PLMR) systems serve
an essential role in a vast range of industrial, business, land transportation, and public safety activities.
Companies of all sizes operating in all U.S. business categories use these radios. Because of the vast
246

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517919.
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See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ4, Information:
Subject Series - Estab and Firm Size: Receipts Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517919,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ4&n=517919&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ4&hidePrev
iew=false.
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Id.
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47 CFR Part 90.

250

The Citizens Band Radio Service, General Mobile Radio Service, Radio Control Radio Service, Family Radio
Service, Wireless Medical Telemetry Service, Medical Implant Communications Service, Low Power Radio
Service, and Multi-Use Radio Service are governed by subpart D, subpart A, subpart C, subpart B, subpart H,
subpart I, subpart G, and subpart J, respectively, of Part 95 of the Commission’s rules. See generally 47 CFR
Part 95.
251

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “517312 Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except
Satellite)”, https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?code=517312&search=2017%20NAICS%20Search.
252

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517312 (previously 517210).

253

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ5, Information:
Subject Series: Estab and Firm Size: Employment Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517210,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ5&n=517210&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ5&hidePrev
iew=false&vintage=2012.
254
Id. Available census data do not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that have employment of
1,500 or fewer employees. The largest category provided is for firms with “1000 employees or more.”
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array of PLMR users, the Commission has not developed a small business size standard specifically
applicable to PLMR users. The closest applicable SBA category is Wireless Telecommunications
Carriers (except Satellite) which encompasses business entities engaged in radiotelephone
communications. 255 The appropriate size standard for this category under SBA rules is that such a business
is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 256 For this industry, U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show
that there were 967 firms that operated for the entire year.257 Of this total, 955 firms had employment of
999 or fewer employees and 12 had employment of 1000 employees or more. 258 Thus under this category
and the associated size standard, the Commission estimates that the majority of PLMR Licensees are
small entities.
28.
According to the Commission’s records, a total of approximately 400,622 licenses
comprise PLMR users. 259 Of this number there are a total of approximately 3,174 PLMR licenses in the
4.9 GHz band; 260 29,187 PLMR licenses in the 800 MHz band; 261 and 3,374 licenses in the frequencies
range 173.225 MHz to 173.375 MHz. 262 The Commission does not require PLMR licensees to disclose
information about number of employees, and does not have information that could be used to determine
how many PLMR licensees constitute small entities under this definition. The Commission however
believes that a substantial number of PLMR licensees may be small entities despite the lack of specific
information.
29.
Public Safety Radio Licensees. As a general matter, Public Safety Radio Pool licensees
include police, fire, local government, forestry conservation, highway maintenance, and emergency
medical services. 263 Because of the vast array of public safety licensees, the Commission has not
255

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “517312 Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except
Satellite)”, https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?code=517312&search=2017%20NAICS%20Search.

256

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517312 (formerly 517210).
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See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ5, Information:
Subject Series: Estab and Firm Size: Employment Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517210,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ5&n=517210&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ5&hidePrev
iew=false&vintage=2012.
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Id. Available U.S. Census Bureau data does not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that have
employment of 1,500 or fewer employees. The largest category provided is for firms with “1000 employees or
more.”
259

This figure was derived from Commission licensing records as of September 19, 2016. Licensing numbers
change on a daily basis. This does not indicate the number of licensees, as licensees may hold multiple licenses.
There is no information currently available about the number of PLMR licensees that have fewer than 1,500
employees.
260

Based on an FCC Universal Licensing System search of January 26, 2018. Search parameters: Radio Service =
PA – Public Safety 4940-4990 MHz Band; Authorization Type = Regular; Status = Active.
261

Based on an FCC Universal Licensing System search of May 15, 2017. Search parameters: Radio Service = GB,
GE, GF, GJ, GM, GO, GP, YB, YE, YF, YJ, YM, YO, YP, YX; Authorization Type = Regular; Status = Active.
262
This figure was derived from Commission licensing records as of August 16, 2013. Licensing numbers change
daily. We do not expect this number to be significantly smaller today. This does not indicate the number of
licensees, as licensees may hold multiple licenses. There is no information currently available about the number of
licensees that have fewer than 1,500 employees.
263
See subparts A and B of Part 90 of the Commission’s Rules, 47 C.F.R. §§ 90.1-90.22. Police licensees serve
state, county, and municipal enforcement through telephony (voice), telegraphy (code), and teletype and facsimile
(printed material). Fire licensees are comprised of private volunteer or professional fire companies, as well as units
under governmental control. Public Safety Radio Pool licensees also include state, county, or municipal entities that
use radio for official purposes. State departments of conservation and private forest organizations comprise forestry
service licensees that set up communications networks among fire lookout towers and ground crews. State and local
(continued….)
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developed a small business size standard specifically applicable to public safety licensees. The closest
applicable SBA category is Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite) which encompasses
business entities engaged in radiotelephone communications. 264 The appropriate size standard for this
category under SBA rules is that such a business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 265 For this
industry, U.S. Census data for 2012 show that there were 967 firms that operated for the entire year. 266 Of
this total, 955 firms had employment of 999 or fewer employees and 12 had employment of 1000
employees or more. 267 Thus under this category and the associated size standard, the Commission
estimates that the majority of firms can be considered small. With respect to local governments, in
particular, since many governmental entities comprise the licensees for these services, we include under
public safety services the number of government entities affected. According to Commission records,
there are a total of approximately 133,870 licenses within these services. 268 There are 3.121 licenses in
the 4.9 GHz band, based on an FCC Universal Licensing System search of March 29, 2017. 269 We
estimate that fewer than 2,442 public safety radio licensees hold these licenses because certain entities
may have multiple licenses.
30.
Radio Stations. This Economic Census category “comprises establishments primarily
engaged in broadcasting aural programs by radio to the public. Programming may originate in their own
studio, from an affiliated network, or from external sources.” 270 The SBA has established a small
business size standard for this category as firms having $41.5 million or less in annual receipts. 271 U.S.
Census Bureau data for 2012 show that 2,849 radio station firms operated during that year. 272 Of that
(Continued from previous page)
governments are highway maintenance licensees that provide emergency and routine communications to aid other
public safety services to keep main roads safe for vehicular traffic. Emergency medical licensees use these channels
for emergency medical service communications related to the delivery of emergency medical treatment. Additional
licensees include medical services, rescue organizations, veterinarians, persons with disabilities, disaster relief
organizations, school buses, beach patrols, establishments in isolated areas, communications standby facilities, and
emergency repair of public communications facilities.
264

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “517312 Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except
Satellite)”, https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?code=517312&search=2017%20NAICS%20Search.
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See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517312 (formerly 517210).
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See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ5, Information:
Subject Series: Estab and Firm Size: Employment Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517210,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ5&n=517210&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ5&hidePrev
iew=false&vintage=2012.
267

Id. Available U.S. Census Bureau data does not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that have
employment of 1,500 or fewer employees. The largest category provided is for firms with “1000 employees or
more.”
268

This figure was derived from Commission licensing records as of June 27, 2008. Licensing numbers change on a
daily basis. We do not expect this number to be significantly smaller today. This does not indicate the number of
licensees, as licensees may hold multiple licenses. There is no information currently available about the number of
public safety licensees that have less than 1,500 employees.
269

Based on an FCC Universal Licensing System search of March 29, 2017. Search parameters: Radio Service =
PA – Public Safety 4940-4990 MHz Band; Authorization Type = Regular; Status = Active.
270

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “515112 Radio Stations,” https://www.census.gov/cgibin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?input=515112&search=2017+NAICS+Search&search=2017.
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See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 515112.
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See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ4, Information:
Subject Series – Estab and Firm Size: Receipts Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 515112,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ4&n=515112&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ4&hidePrev
iew=false.
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number, 2,806 firms operated with annual receipts of less than $25 million per year and 17 with annual
receipts between $25 million and $49,999,999 million. 273 Therefore, based on the SBA’s size standard
the majority of such entities are small entities.
31.
According to Commission staff review of the BIA/Kelsey, LLC’s Media Access Pro
Radio Database as of January 2018, about 11,261 (or about 99.9 percent) of 11,383 commercial radio
stations had revenues of $38.5 million or less and thus qualify as small entities under the SBA
definition. 274 The Commission has estimated the number of licensed commercial AM radio stations to be
4,580 stations and the number of commercial FM radio stations to be 6,726, for a total number of
11,306. 275 We note the Commission has also estimated the number of licensed noncommercial (NCE)
FM radio stations to be 4,172. 276 Nevertheless, the Commission does not compile and otherwise does not
have access to information on the revenue of NCE stations that would permit it to determine how many
such stations would qualify as small entities.
32.
We also note, that in assessing whether a business entity qualifies as small under the
above definition, business control affiliations must be included. 277 The Commission’s estimate therefore
likely overstates the number of small entities that might be affected by its action, because the revenue
figure on which it is based does not include or aggregate revenues from affiliated companies. In addition,
to be determined a “small business,” an entity may not be dominant in its field of operation. 278 We further
note, that it is difficult at times to assess these criteria in the context of media entities, and the estimate of
small businesses to which these rules may apply does not exclude any radio station from the definition of
a small business on these basis, thus our estimate of small businesses may therefore be over-inclusive.
Also, as noted above, an additional element of the definition of “small business” is that the entity must be
independently owned and operated. The Commission notes that it is difficult at times to assess these
criteria in the context of media entities and the estimates of small businesses to which they apply may be
over-inclusive to this extent.
33.
Satellite Telecommunications. This category comprises firms “primarily engaged in
providing telecommunications services to other establishments in the telecommunications and
broadcasting industries by forwarding and receiving communications signals via a system of satellites or
reselling satellite telecommunications.” 279 Satellite telecommunications service providers include satellite
and earth station operators. The category has a small business size standard of $35 million or less in
average annual receipts, under SBA rules. 280 For this category, U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show
that there were a total of 333 firms that operated for the entire year.281 Of this total, 299 firms had annual
273

Id.

274

BIA/Kelsey, MEDIA Access Pro Database (viewed Jan. 26, 2018).
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Broadcast Station Totals as of March 31, 2020, Press Release (MB April 6, 2020) (March 31, 2020 Broadcast
Station Totals), https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-363515A1.pdf.
276

Id.

277
“[Business concerns] are affiliates of each other when one concern controls or has the power to control the other,
or a third party or parties controls or has power to control both.” 13 C.F.R. § 121.103(a)(1).
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13 C.F.R. § 121.102(b).

279

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “517410 Satellite Telecommunications”,
https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?input=517410&search=2017+NAICS+Search&search=2017.
280

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517410.
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See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ4, Information:
Subject Series - Estab and Firm Size: Receipts Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517410,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ4&n=517410&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ4&hidePrev
iew=false&vintage=2012.
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receipts of less than $25 million. 282 Consequently, we estimate that the majority of satellite
telecommunications providers are small entities.
34.
Television Broadcasting. This Economic Census category “comprises establishments
primarily engaged in broadcasting images together with sound.” 283 These establishments operate
television broadcast studios and facilities for the programming and transmission of programs to the
public. 284 These establishments also produce or transmit visual programming to affiliated broadcast
television stations, which in turn broadcast the programs to the public on a predetermined schedule.
Programming may originate in their own studio, from an affiliated network, or from external sources.
The SBA has created the following small business size standard for such businesses: those having $41.5
million or less in annual receipts. 285 The 2012 Economic Census reports that 751 firms in this category
operated in that year. 286 Of that number, 656 had annual receipts of $25,000,000 or less, and 25 had
annual receipts between $25,000,000 and $49,999,999. 287 Based on this data we therefore estimate that
the majority of commercial television broadcasters are small entities under the applicable SBA size
standard.
35.
The Commission has estimated the number of licensed commercial television stations to
be 1,377. 288 Of this total, 1,258 stations (or about 91 percent) had revenues of $38.5 million or less,
according to Commission staff review of the BIA Kelsey Inc. Media Access Pro Television Database
(BIA) on November 16, 2017, and therefore these licensees qualify as small entities under the SBA
definition. In addition, the Commission has estimated the number of licensed noncommercial educational
television stations to be 384. 289 Notwithstanding, the Commission does not compile and otherwise does
not have access to information on the revenue of NCE stations that would permit it to determine how
many such stations would qualify as small entities. There are also 2,300 low power television stations,
including Class A stations (LPTV) and 3,681 TV translator stations. 290 Given the nature of these services,
we will presume that all of these entities qualify as small entities under the above SBA small business
size standard.
36.
We note, however, that in assessing whether a business concern qualifies as “small”
under the above definition, business (control) affiliations 291 must be included. Our estimate, therefore
likely overstates the number of small entities that might be affected by our action, because the revenue
figure on which it is based does not include or aggregate revenues from affiliated companies. In addition,
282

Id. The available U.S. Census Bureau data does not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that
meet the SBA size standard of annual receipts of $35 million or less.
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See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “515120 Television Broadcasting”,
https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?input=515120&search=2017+NAICS+Search&search=2017.
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Id.
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See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 515120.
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See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ4, Information:
Subject Series – Estab and Firm Size: Receipts Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 515120,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ4&n=515120&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ4&hidePrev
iew=false.
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Id.
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Broadcast Station Totals as of June 30, 2018, Press Release (MB, rel. Jul. 3, 2018) (June 30, 2018 Broadcast
Station Totals Press Release), https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-352168A1.pdf.
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“[Business concerns] are affiliates of each other when one concern controls or has the power to control the other
or a third party or parties controls or has the power to control both.” 13 C.F.R. § 21.103(a)(1).
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another element of the definition of “small business” requires that an entity not be dominant in its field of
operation. We are unable at this time to define or quantify the criteria that would establish whether a
specific television broadcast station is dominant in its field of operation. Accordingly, the estimate of
small businesses to which rules may apply does not exclude any television station from the definition of a
small business on this basis and is therefore possibly over-inclusive. Also, as noted above, an additional
element of the definition of “small business” is that the entity must be independently owned and operated.
The Commission notes that it is difficult at times to assess these criteria in the context of media entities
and its estimates of small businesses to which they apply may be over-inclusive to this extent.
37.
Broadband Radio Service and Educational Broadband Service. Broadband Radio
Service systems, previously referred to as Multipoint Distribution Service (MDS) and Multichannel
Multipoint Distribution Service (MMDS) systems, and “wireless cable,” transmit video programming to
subscribers and provide two-way high speed data operations using the microwave frequencies of the
Broadband Radio Service (BRS) and Educational Broadband Service (EBS) (previously referred to as the
Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS)). 292
38.
BRS - In connection with the 1996 BRS auction, the Commission established a small
business size standard as an entity that had annual average gross revenues of no more than $40 million in
the previous three calendar years. 293 The BRS auctions resulted in 67 successful bidders obtaining
licensing opportunities for 493 Basic Trading Areas (BTAs). Of the 67 auction winners, 61 met the
definition of a small business. BRS also includes licensees of stations authorized prior to the auction. At
this time, we estimate that of the 61 small business BRS auction winners, 48 remain small business
licensees. In addition to the 48 small businesses that hold BTA authorizations, there are approximately 86
incumbent BRS licensees that are considered small entities (18 incumbent BRS licensees do not meet the
small business size standard). 294 After adding the number of small business auction licensees to the
number of incumbent licensees not already counted, there are currently approximately 133 BRS licensees
that are defined as small businesses under either the SBA or the Commission’s rules.
39.
In 2009, the Commission conducted Auction 86, the sale of 78 licenses in the BRS
areas. 295 The Commission offered three levels of bidding credits: (i) a bidder with attributed average
annual gross revenues that exceed $15 million and do not exceed $40 million for the preceding three
years (small business) received a 15 percent discount on its winning bid; (ii) a bidder with attributed
average annual gross revenues that exceed $3 million and do not exceed $15 million for the preceding
three years (very small business) received a 25 percent discount on its winning bid; and (iii) a bidder with
attributed average annual gross revenues that do not exceed $3 million for the preceding three years
(entrepreneur) received a 35 percent discount on its winning bid. 296 Auction 86 concluded in 2009 with
the sale of 61 licenses. 297 Of the ten winning bidders, two bidders that claimed small business status won
292
Amendment of Parts 21 and 74 of the Commission’s Rules with Regard to Filing Procedures in the Multipoint
Distribution Service and in the Instructional Television Fixed Service and Implementation of Section 309(j) of the
Communications Act—Competitive Bidding, Report and Order, 10 FCC Rcd 9589, 9593, para. 7 (1995).
293

47 CFR § 21.961(b)(1).

294

47 U.S.C. § 309(j). Hundreds of stations were licensed to incumbent MDS licensees prior to implementation of
Section 309(j) of the Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 309(j). For these pre-auction licenses, the
applicable standard is SBA’s small business size standard of 1500 or fewer employees.
295

Auction of Broadband Radio Service (BRS) Licenses, Scheduled for October 27, 2009, Notice and Filing
Requirements, Minimum Opening Bids, Upfront Payments, and Other Procedures for Auction 86, Public Notice, 24
FCC Rcd 8277 (2009).
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Id. at 8296 para. 73.
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Auction of Broadband Radio Service Licenses Closes, Winning Bidders Announced for Auction 86, Down
Payments Due November 23, 2009, Final Payments Due December 8, 2009, Ten-Day Petition to Deny Period,
Public Notice, 24 FCC Rcd 13572 (2009).
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4 licenses; one bidder that claimed very small business status won three licenses; and two bidders that
claimed entrepreneur status won six licenses.
40.
EBS - Educational Broadband Service has been included within the broad economic
census category and SBA size standard for Wired Telecommunications Carriers since 2007. Wired
Telecommunications Carriers are comprised of establishments primarily engaged in operating and/or
providing access to transmission facilities and infrastructure that they own and/or lease for the
transmission of voice, data, text, sound, and video using wired telecommunications networks.
Transmission facilities may be based on a single technology or a combination of technologies.” 298 The
SBA’s small business size standard for this category is all such firms having 1,500 or fewer employees. 299
U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show that there were 3,117 firms that operated that year. 300 Of this
total, 3,083 operated with fewer than 1,000 employees. 301 Thus, under this size standard, the majority of
firms in this industry can be considered small. In addition to U.S. Census Bureau data, the Commission’s
Universal Licensing System indicates that as of October 2014, there are 2,206 active EBS licenses. The
Commission estimates that of these 2,206 licenses, the majority are held by non-profit educational
institutions and school districts, which are by statute defined as small businesses. 302
D.

Description of Projected Reporting, Recordkeeping, and Other Compliance
Requirements for Small Entities

41.
The excavation or deployment boundaries of an eligible facilities request poses
significant policy implications associated with the Commission’s section 6409(a) rules. We anticipate
that any rule changes that result from the Notice will provide certainty for providers, state and local
governments, and other entities in interpreting the section 6409(a) rules. In the Notice, we seek comment
on changes to our rules regarding excavation outside the boundaries of an existing tower site, including
the definition of the boundaries of a tower site, which would affect whether certain modifications of
existing structures qualify for streamlined Section 6409(a) review. 303 The Commission does not believe
that our resolution of these matters will create any new reporting, recordkeeping, or other compliance
requirements for small entities or others that will be impacted by our decision.
42.
Specifically, we seek comment on interpretations of the term “site” in section
1.6100(b)(6). One possible interpretation of “site” is the current boundary of the leased or owned
property surrounding the tower and any access or utility easements currently related to the site on the date
an applicant submits a modification request. Another possible interpretation is the boundary of the leased
or owned property surrounding the tower and any access or utility easements related to the site as of the
date it was last reviewed and approved by a locality. We also seek comment on alternative definitions.
In addition, we seek comment on whether we should change the Commission’s rules to allow “compound
expansions” (i.e. excavation or facility deployments outside the current boundaries of a macro tower
compound) of up to 30 feet in any direction outside a site to fall within the expedited processes of section
298

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “517311 Wired Telecommunications Carriers” (partial
definition), http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?code=517311&search=2017.
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See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517311 (previously 517110).
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See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ5, Information:
Subject Series - Estab & Firm Size: Employment Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517110,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ5&n=517110&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ5&hidePrev
iew=false.
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The term “small entity” within SBREFA applies to small organizations (non-profits) and to small governmental
jurisdictions (cities, counties, towns, townships, villages, school districts, and special districts with populations of
less than 50,000). 5 U.S.C. §§ 601(4)-(6).
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6409(a). This change to the existing rule, which was requested by industry commenters, is opposed by
state and local government jurisdictions, and was previously considered but not adopted by the
Commission in the 2014 Infrastructure Order. As such, the Commission also seeks comment on whether
there have been developments since the 2014 Infrastructure Order to warrant changes to the rules
regarding compound expansions.
43.
We do not anticipate rule changes resulting from the Notice to cause any new
recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance requirements for entities preparing eligible facilities requests
under section 6409(a) because entities are required to submit detailed construction proposals outlining the
work to be done regardless of whether the project qualifies as an eligible facilities request under section
6409(a). Additionally, while we do not anticipate that any action we take on the matters raised in the
Notice will require small entities to hire attorneys, engineers, consultants, or other professionals to
comply, the Commission cannot quantify the cost of compliance with the potential changes discussed in
the Notice. As part of our invitation for comment however, we request that parties discuss any tangible
benefits and any adverse effects as well as alternative approaches and any other steps the Commission
should consider taking on these matters. We expect the information we received in comments to help the
Commission identify and evaluate relevant matters for small entities, including compliance costs and
other burdens that may result from the matters raised in the Notice.
E.

Steps Taken to Minimize the Significant Economic Impact on Small Entities, and
Significant Alternatives Considered

44.
The RFA requires an agency to describe any significant, specifically small business,
alternatives that it has considered in developing its approach, which may include the following four
alternatives (among others): (1) the establishment of differing compliance or reporting requirements or
timetables that take into account the resources available to small entities; (2) the clarification,
consolidation, or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements under the rule for such small
entities; (3) the use of performance, rather than design, standards; and (4) an exemption from coverage of
the rule, or any part thereof, for such small entities. 304
45.
The Commission believes that clarifying the parameters of excavation or deployment
within or around a “site” under section 1.6100 will provide more certainty to relevant parties and enable
small entities and others to navigate more effectively state and local application processes. As a result,
we anticipate that any clarifying rule changes on which the Notice seeks comment may help reduce the
economic impact on small entities that may need to deploy wireless infrastructure by reducing the cost
and delay associated with the deployment of such infrastructure.
46.
To assist the Commission in its evaluation of the economic impact on small entities, and
of such a rule change generally, and to better explore options and alternatives, the Notice asks
commenters to discuss any benefits or drawbacks to small entities associated with making such a rule
change. Specifically, we inquire whether there are any specific, tangible benefits or harms from changing
the definition of “site” or applying section 6409(a)’s streamlined process to compound expansions that
may cause an unequal burden on small entities.
47.
The Commission is mindful that there are potential impacts from our decisions for small
entity industry participants as well as for small local government jurisdictions. We are hopeful that the
comments we receive illuminate the effect and impact of the prospective regulation alternatives in the
Notice on small entities and small local government jurisdictions, the extent to which the regulations
would relieve any burdens on small entities, including small local government jurisdictions, and whether
there are any alternatives the Commission could implement that would achieve the Commission’s goals
while at the same time minimizing or further reducing the economic impact on small entities, including
small local government jurisdictions.
304
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48.
The Commission expects to consider more fully the economic impact on small entities
following its review of comments filed in response to the Notice. The Commission’s evaluation of the
comments filed in this proceeding will shape the final alternatives we consider, the final conclusions we
reach, and any final actions we ultimately take in this proceeding to minimize any significant economic
impact that may occur on small entities, including small local government jurisdictions.
F.

Federal Rules that May Duplicate, Overlap, or Conflict with the Proposed Rules

49.

None.
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